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MCTA finances
continue to be
sound, board
wants to keep
them that way

KSP: 10 injured in
Mayfield twister

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger.com
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — Bad weather moved into the Ohio
River Valley on Tuesday after a series of powerful storms hit the
Plains, including deadly tornadoes that destroyed homes and overturned vehicles in Oklahoma.
National Weather Service meteorologist Rick Smith said Tuesday's
risk was not as great as it was Monday, when about two dozen tornadoes were reported across six states. In southern Oklahoma, crews
were assessing damage from a tornado blamed for two deaths that
sliced through two counties at speeds of between 135 mph and 165.
"There's a home where basically there's no walls left," Smith said.
"Everything that used to be the home is just a pile of rubble,so there's
no roof, there's no walls — there's just kind of the foundation where
the home used to be."
Still, the National Weather Service's Storm Prediction Center had
warned Tuesday that communities along the Ohio River were at risk
of seeing strong storms. The National Weather Service in Paducah,
Kentucky, posted online Tuesday evening that tornadoes had touched
down in western Kentucky and southern Illinois.
News outlets near Mayfield, Kentucky, reported that homes and
businesses in the area were damaged,and Kentucky State Police said
several people had been injured there.
Trooper Michael Robichaud, Public Information Officer for KSP
Post 1 that is b2sed just north of Mayfield in Graves County,issued a
statement Tuesday evening saying that at least 10 people were hospitalized due to injuries from the tornado that swept through Mayfield
that afternoon.

Just a few years removed
from stormy financial times, the
Murray Calloway Transit Authority is sailing in much more
calm waters these days.
Tuesday's latest financial
numbers continue to show this
as MCTA ended with a net income of more than $64,000
and that was in spite of several
projects that caused expenses
to rise. MCTA also managed to
generate more fare box money
in April than it had the previous year, despite having fewer
riders.
After having gone through
the turbulence of a few years
ago, the MCTA Board of Directors wants to keep things
tranquil, which is why it was
addressing one financial aspect
in particular in its latest meeting
on Tuesday.
The state contract revenue
has a set limit of about $236,785
a year to allocate for items such
as vehicle and fuel purchases. If
that amount is exceeded, it will
be cut.
"If we have to, we will take
action to make sure that doesn't
happen," said Jim Clinger, explaining that losing funds of
any kind is not an option and
an opinion shared by ex-officio
board member Robert Billington, who serves the agency in
his capacity as a Murray City
Councilman.
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You desire but do not have,
so you kill. You covet but
you cannot get what you
want, so you quarrel and
fight. You do not have because you do not ask God.
James 4:2

Medical Examiner's Office makes
identification of fatal fire victim
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times
TORMS OVER WESTERN KENTUCKY: Pictured are workers from Murray Electric and Aslundh as they try to come up with a plan of action for a tree which was struck by lightning
ometime around 4 a.m. Tuesday morning. The tree sits on the properly of Jane Brandon on
he corner of Sycamore and Eighth Streets. The tree fell and came to rest on some power lines,
arrowly avoiding the lines which provide power to 8th St.

Calloway County Sheriff Sam Steger said Tuesday night that he
is relieved that the positive identity of the victim of a fatal fire late
last month in eastern Calloway County has now been made.
The Kentucky State Medical Examiner's Office reported Tuesday that it has identified that victim as Heather L. Rogers, 44, of
Murray. Firefighters with Calloway-County Fire-Rescue found her
deceased body in the early-morning hours of April 26 inside a mobile home along Beane Road near Pottertown.
"We were able to use dental records to get the information we
needed to finally figure out who she was," Steger said, noting that
he and other investigators had a strong idea that Rogers was the
victim, but wanted to be cautious when it came to the timing of re-

ogers says MISD tentative budget
for '16-'17 'flat as we can make it'
By JOHN WRIGHT
*right@ murrayledgercom
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Murray Independent School District Superintendent Bob Rogers was rather glum Tuesday night as he he told his board about
the tentative budget for the 2016-17 school year.
Though the budget is no lower than that for the nearly-complete 2015-16 year, Rogers clearly was hoping for more than the
$12 million the district will have at its disposal for the upcoming school year that starts in August. Another $3 million is added
from the state for insurance ancl other matters.
"Which makes it look like it's a $15 million budget," Rogers
told board members."It's just tough to operate a district like this
when you're using the same amount of money year to year.
"It's just not a pretty picture anywhere. Everything is pretty
much the same as last year and there's no increase anywhere. I
guess if you had to look at a bright side, at least we didn't get cut
(as colleges and universities are facing throughout the Commonwealth), but we're still operating on what we had in 2008.
"I don't meant to complain. I'm just telling you the truth. It's
tough."
Rogers said the district's salary schedule is also remaining flat,
which he had hoped would result in at least some increase,but this
could not happen he said because the state left the SEEK funding
at the same level as 2015-16. He said other districts across the
Commonwealth are going to a 185-day school schedule, as opposed to 186 days because of the SEEK funding, but he said he
was not ready to opt for that for MISD.
He also reported that he learned a few days ago from Calloway County Property Valuation Administration Nikki McMil-

JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times
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ESCAPING FINALS:
given a chance to relieve some stress on Tuesday as members of MSU's Student Government Association provided massage chairs for those seeking a momentary escape from finals
week.

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
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Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 73. Northwest
wind 6 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
54. Northwest wind around
6 mph becomin9 south
southwest after midnight.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 69.
North northwest wind 8 to
11 mph.
A
Night:
Saturday
slight chance of showers.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 49. North northwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 66. East
northeast wind around
6 mph becoming south
southeast in the afternoon.
A
Night:
Sunday
showers.
of
chance
Cloudy, with a low around
52. East wind around 6
mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Cloudy, with a
high near 73. East northeast wind around 7 mph.

Daily Forecast
, Today: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
Partly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
83. South southwest wind
6 to 1 1 mph.
Tonight: A 20 percent
chance of showers and
Partly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
65. South southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Showers
Thursday:
and thunderstorms likely.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 80. West southwest
wind 7 to 10 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 70%.
Thursday Night: A 40
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms,
mainly before lam. Partly
cloudy, with a low around
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11 MAYFIELD twister...
homes affected."
He said multiple agencies
"The Kentucky State Police were still on the scene Tuesday
were notified of a severe thun- evening responding to ongoing
derstorm that had produced a indigents as necessary.
tornado at approximately 2:45
Robichaud also reported
p.m. on May 10, 2016, near Tuesday evening that KSP was
Mayfield. Preliminary investi- on.the scene of an area where a
gations show that this tornado second tornado touched down in
developed in the western part Trigg County.
of Graves County and began a
"Troopers with the Kentucky
path east across the county," State Police observed a tornado
Robichaud said in the state- on the ground in the eastern part
ment. "In the path of the tor- of Trigg County near the Trigg/
nado were multiple schools in- Christian County line at apcluding Graves County Middle proximately 7:16 p.m. Troopers
and High schools, its Board of are on scene and have reported
Education, and Central Elemen- structural damage to some barns
tary. The tornado traveled close in the area of KY 126 north of
to these institutions but initial KY 129 but preliminary reports
reports show they were able to show no homes have been damitvoid any significant damage.
aged,- Robichaud said."No in"The tornado then traveled juries have been reported with
into the city of Mayfield, caus- this tornado at this time.ing significant damage to homes
A separate system was poised
ind businesses before continu- to move through north Texas,
ing northeast through the counicbidirigih Dallas-Fort Worth
,ry. The rtrajOlity of the damage area, while another storm sys‘east of Mayfield was contained tem should bring storms to the
:to trees and fields with some
From front

area from north Texas to near St.
Louis on Wednesday.
Oklahoma emergency officials said two 76-year-old men
were found dead after Monday's
storms, one near Wynnewood
and another about 35 miles
away near Connerville. The
medical examiner's office said it
was conducting autopsies to determine how the men died.
Smith said the damage measured in Garvin and Murray
counties was consistent with at
least an EF3 tornado, a category of tornadoes that are capable of stripping the outer walls
from even well-made homes.
That storm, caught on video by
several storm chasers, appeared
white against the dark clouds of
a supercell storm.
The Storm Prediction Center
said it received about two dozen
reports of tornadoes on Monday
from parts of Oklahoma,Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Illinois. II
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David Taylor Price $3
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2 Kentucky governors, past and
present, in acrid public feud
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's two most recent
governors are feuding, but they
can agree on one thing: the FBI
is investigating.
While peaceful transitions
of power are a longstanding
U.S. tradition, the handoff in
Kentucky from Democrat Steve
Beshear to Republican Matt
Bevin has been ugly. The two
men have argued loudly over
health care, voting rights, pensions and even the appointment
of Beshear's wife to a state commission.
Things were so tense recently that Bevin and Beshear both
claimed the FBI was investigating the other. An FBI spokesman would not confirm or deny
anything, preferring to stay out
of the fight like many in Kentucky's political circles.
The spat has intensified so
much that Beshear has taken
the extraordinary step of starting a nonprofit group that is
paying for ads critical of Bevin
and his policies. Bevin, in turn,
has launched an investigation of
the former Beshear administration, using a state law granting
him subpoena power and public
money to hire a private law firm
to determine if the ex-governor
violated state ethics and procurement laws.
Also nipping at Bevin's side
is Democratic Attorney General
Andy Beshear, Steve Beshear's
son. The younger Beshear has
already taken Bevin to court —
twice — over his policies. The

result is an old-fashioned clash
in this Appalachian state pitting
one of Kentucky's most powerful political families against
a Republican outsider intent
on upending a power structure
in which Democrats have controlled things for decades.
"This has got the makings
of a real Hatfield and McCoy
feud," former Democratic Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. said. "I don't
think it's good for Kentucky."
The harsh talk from both
sides — with Bevin accusing
Beshear of telling a "straightout lie" and Beshear calling
Bevin "a bully" — is surprising
to some. Bevin had repeatedly
promised on the campaign trail
to change the political tone in
Frankfort if elected.
Yet the hostilities emerged
before Bevin took office when
he called Beshear "an embarrassment" for appointing his
wife to an unpaid position on the
Kentucky Horse Park Commission. He then leavened his December inaugural address with
some veiled shots at Beshear as
the former governor sat stonefaced just a few feet away.
In March, Bevin posted a
scathing video to his Facebook
page of an empty state House
chamber, chiding Democratic
leaders for not meeting on the
budget. The legislature wasn't
scheduled to convene until 4
p.m. that day, and House Democrats were in fact meeting in
their offices across the street.
"His attacks tend to be personal attacks," Steve Beshear
said. "It's not just a disagreement over ideas. But because

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER SALES
The Master Commissioner will offer for sale on or about
the hour of 10:00 a.m. Thursday, May 19, 2016, at public
auction to the highest bidder at the Calloway County
Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, the
following described properties. For complete legal
description and source of title see the Judgment and Order
of Sale in each case.
At the time of sale the successful bidder shall either pay
full cash or make a deposit of ten percent(10%)of the
purchase price with the balance on credit for thirty (30)
days. If the purchase price is not paid in full, the
successful bidder shall execute a bond at the time of sale
with sufficient surety approved by the master
commissioner prior to the sale to secure the unpaid
balance of the purchase price. The bond shall bear interest
at the rate cf twelve percent(12%) per annum from the
date of sale until paid. In the event the successful bidder
is the plaintiff, then in lieu of the deposit the plaintiff
shall be allowed to bid on creditup to the judgment
amount.
The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem taxes
due in the year of sale. If applicable, the property will be
sold subject to the statutory right of redemption. The sale
may be canceled and any announcements made at the sale
take precedence over printed matter contained herein. The
successful bidder has 10 days after the sale to examine
title and file exceptions, if appropriate. The Master
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of any
property and does not warrant title.
This the 4th day of May, 2016.
GERALD BELL
MASTER COMMISSIONER
213 South 12th Street, P.O. Box 1075
MURRAY, KY 42071
270-7534694

you disagree with me you are a
bad person and I'm going to get
you in some way."
Beshear has not been blameless. Ten days after Bevin was
elected, Beshear held a news
conference criticizing Bevin's
plans to dismantle Kentucky's
health insurance exchange and
replace its expanded Medicaid
program, both cornerstones of
Beshear's legacy.
Once he left office, Beshear
started a nonprofit group which
— because of a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling — can raise and
spend unlimited amounts of
money on political ads as long
as more than half of its spending
is on social welfare issues. The
group has already paid for its
first web ad, declaring that Bevin "uses fake numbers as justification for an ideological agenda." And this week, he wrote a
letter criticizing both Bevin and
federal officials for negotiating
"back room deals" for Kentucky's Medicaid program.
"It's protocol for a former
governor or a former president
to be gracious and let the new
governor be the governor," said
Damon Thayer, the Republican
floor leader of the state Senate.
"It just seems to me that Steve
Beshear is having a hard time
dealing with the fact that he's no
longer governor."
The feud is likely to ripple
out into the fall elections as Republicans seek control of the
state House of Representatives,
the only legislative chamber in
the South the GOP does not control. Democrats recently were
clinging to a three-seat majority
in the state House of Representatives. but campaigned hard
against Bevin in a series of special elections, winning three out
of four to solidify their majority
for the rest of this year. Now Republicans are eyeing November,
when all 100 seats in the House
will be on the ballot.
Recently. Bevin prayed at a
National Day of Prayer event
at the state Capitol, where he
lamented the division in the
country, "some of which we
seem to increasingly celebrate."
But after the event, Bevin did
not appear willing to reconcile
his differences with Beshear.
"For those who have their
own agendas and miss their
role to such a degree that they
keep hanging around, God bless
them," he said. "I can't speak
for what the motivation is there.
But I'm a little confused by it.
It's rather embarrassing for Kentucky,frankly." II
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Case No. 16-CI-00034
Plaintiff: Fifth Third Mortgage Company
Defendant: Laura J. McKenzie. et at
Judgment amount: $84,317.60
Property Address: 87 Holly Leaf Lane, Murray. KY
PVA Map No: 084-0-0060-J
Case No. 13-CI-0328
Plaintiff: JP Morgan Chase Bank, National Association
Defendant: Randy H. Brandon
Judgment amount: $140,161.86
Property Address: 308 Meadow Green Circle, Murray,
KY 42071
PVA Map No: 052-A-0039
Case No, 12-CI-00110
Plaintiff: JPIrlorgan Chase Rank, National Association
Defendant: Jennifer M. Francis, et DJ
Judgment amount: $86,011.62
Property Address: 606 South 6th Street, Murray, KY
PVA Map No. 010-0-0006-00033
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Eager to heal old wounds,Obama to visit Hiroshima

DAVE SAYS

Dear Dave,
I've had a judgment filed against me for an
old, unpaid medical bill. The original amount
was $2,500, but now it has increased to $3,200.
Can I negotiate this with the lawyer? I've asked
him for a detailed statement of the account
several times, but all I've gotten is a payment
booklet.
Bill
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Dear Bill,
Whed it comes to paying off bills or debt,
you should always pay what's owed if you
have the money.There's a moral,as well as
legal, responsibility involved. That being said,
if you don't have $3,200,offer him whatever
you've got — $2,000 or the original $2,500 as
a settlement. Make sure he understands that
you're not offering to pay the amount you
have on the debt, but that it's being offered as
settlement in full if the debt is cleared.
The reason you haven't gotten what you've
asked for so far is you may have been talking
to some low-level staffer or paralegal. If you
have been talking directly to the lawyer,then
he's probably running a small debt collections
or debt lawsuit machine. That means you're
just one of dozens of widgets coming down
the line. To you,this is very personal. But to
him, you're just another account. You might
have to do something to get his attention and
wake him up.
If this is the case, he probably gets a piece
of whatever he collects. So,if he gets a third
of $2,000 or $2,500 it might make his house
payment this month.You could also talk to
the hospital administrator, too, and let them
know you'll bring a couple thousand down
there today if they'll accept it as payment in
full. At this point, you've just got to do something to get off the conveyor belt!
—Dave

MUM

Special to The Ledger
In keeping with a statewide
trend, the annual survey of tourism spending in Kentucky shows
an increase in Calloway Count)
in 2015. All nine of the state's
tourism regions registered gains
for last year compared with
2014. Of the nine regions, the
Western Waterlands region that
encompasses Calloway County
had the second largest increase
at 5.8 percent.
According to the Kentucky
Departnient of Travel and Tourism's annual economic impact
study, which was announced
May 10,2016 by Governor Matt
Bevin, tourism expenditures
in Calloway County rose 6.54

Dear Dave,
Are annuities good for long-term retirement?
Quincy
Dear Quincy,
The short answer is no. There might be a
rare exception when I'd use a variable annuity — which is a mutual fund inside of an
annuity — but as a rule I don't use annuities.
And I certainly don't use fixed annuities for
anything, because they're just crap. Basically,
they're a CD with a huge set of fees. It's just
an insurance agent's product, really.
The place for variable annuities might be
when you've got everything else maxed out
and your house is paid off. If you've reached
that point, you can talk to your advisor about
some of the possible benefits of a variable
annuity. You can leave a beneficiary on it, so
that it passes outside of probate,and you've
got some principle guarantees and return
guarantees that are decent. The returns are a
little lower,though, because you'll get hit with
both the annuity fee and the mutual fund fee.
So, by and large the answer is no for most
people, because they don't have their house
paid off and aren't maxing out all other retirement options. If you're doing all that,and
you want to do something in this area,then I
might think about it.
— Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO ofRamsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books.
The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than
II million listeners each week on more than 550
radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest
project. EveryDollar, provides afree online budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamser and on the web at daveramsey.com.

percent in 2015. The 2015 direct expenditures for Calloway
County were $46532,381, up
over 20 I 4's $49575599.
When asked what she thought
led to the increase of tourism in
Calloway County, Erin Carrico,
executive director of the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
said,"Murray is a unique hotspot
of visitors. We pull visitors from
the business sector, tournaments
in our parks and the outdoor enthusiasts looking for adventure
at Kentucky Lake. Having a
diverse set of visitors allows us
to consistently improve our hotel stays instead of being solely
dependent on seasonal tourists."
Statewide, the tourism and

travel industry contributed more
than $13.7 billion to the economy last year, a 5.0 percent increase over 2014. In addition,
a total of 186,204 jobs in Kentucky are supported ?ythe industry, according to the report.
In the last year, Callcmy County added more than 30 to that list
of increased employment.
The study was produced for
the Kentucky Tourism. Arts and
Heritage Cabinet by Certec Inc.,
of Versailles, Kentucky. More
details about the tourism economic impact study are available at www.kentuckytourism.
com/industry.•

WASHINGTON(AP) — Eager to heal old wounds and galvanize new generations, President Barack Obama this month
will become the first sitting
American president to visit Hiroshima, where seven decades
ago the U.S. dropped the devastating atomic bomb that ushered
in the nuclear age.
By visiting the peace park
near the epicenter of the 1945
attack, the president hopes to
reinvigorate efforts worldwide
to eliminate nuclear weapons.
But in a sign of the extraordinary political sensitivities attached to the gesture, the White
House is going out of its way
to stress Obama will not come
bearing an apology.
Deputy national security adviser Ben Rhodes said flatly:
"He will not revisit the decision
to use the atomic bomb at the
end of World War II." Instead,
Rhodes said in a statement,
Obama will spotlight the toll of
war and offer a "forward-looking vision" of a non-nuclear
world.
Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, who will accompany Obama on the visit, said no
apology is expected — or necessary.
"The prime minister of the
world's only nation to have
suffered atomic attacks, and
the leader of the world's only
nation to have used the atomic
weapons at war will together
pay respects for the victims,"
Abe told reporters. "I believe
that would be a way to respond
to the victims of the atomic
bombings and the survivors
who are still in pain."
The U.S. attack on Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945, killed
140,000 people. A second
bomb, dropped on Nagasaki
three days later, killed 70,000.
The bombings scarred generations of Japanese, both physically and mentally, but many
Americans believe they hastened the end of World War 11

and saved countless other lives.
Japan announced it would surrender on Aug. 15.
As for Obama's visit, the
Japanese people are ready for
this moment, seven decades in
the making.
In a NHK television poll this
month, 70 percent of Japanese
respondents said they wanted
Obama to visit, compared to 2
percent against it.
Survivors, especially, have
long been waiting. The number
of survivors who are recognized
as "hibakusha" and entitled to
medical assistance from the
Japanese government was more
than 183,000 as of March.Their
average age is now over 80.
"The day has finally come,"
said 9I-year-old Sunao Tsuboi,
a survivor of the bombing and
head of a survivors group in the
western Japanese city.
"We are not asking for an
apology," Tsuboi told NHK.
"All we want is to see him lay
flowers at the peace park and
lower his head in silence. This
would be a first step toward
abolishing nuclear weapons."
The president's visit, at the
end of a previously announced
trip to Japan and Vietnam, has
been widely anticipated since
Secretary of State John Kerry
went to the Hiroshima memorial in April.
Hiroshima Mayor Kazumi
Matsui praised Obama's plan
as a "bold decision based on
conscience and rationality" and
said he hopes the president will
listen to survivors' stories. Nagasaki Mayor Tomihisa Taue
said the president would "send
a powerful message, in his
own words, toward achieving
a world without nuclear weapons."
Obama's call for a nuclear-free world echoes the message delivered by former President Jimmy Carter when he
visited Hiroshima in 1984 and
pledged to work as a private
citizen "to eliminate nuclear
weapons from the face of the
earth."
White House Press Secretary

Josh Earnest said it was "entirely legitimate" for historians
and the American public to debate whether President Harry
Truman's decision to drop the
bomb was the right thing to do.,
"But that's not what Preie
ident Obama will do when
visits Hiroshima," Earnest said:
"What President Obama will do
is make note of the fact that the
relationship between the United
States and Japan has emerged
stronger than anybody could
have imagined back in 1945."1
For all of the symbolisdi
associated with Obama's visit,
anti-nuclear groups said a powerful presidential message was
not enough: The president who
delivered a stirring call for I
nuclear-free world in a Prague
address during the first year of
his presidency needs to use his
last year to take more specifie
steps, they said.
The president should "use
the opportunity to map out concrete actions the United States
and other countries can and
will pursue to move closer to .a
world free of nuclear weapons,"
said Daryl Kimball, executive
director of the non-partisan
Arms Control Association.
Kevin Martin, president of
Peace Action, a U.S.-based
group, added that Obama "will
look insincere if his words espouse ridding the world of nu
clear weapons while at the same
time his administration continues its plan to spend a trillion
dollars over 30 years to upgrade
nuclear weapons."
The Congressional Budget
Office estimated in January
2015 that the administration's
plans for nuclear forces would
cost $348 billion over the next
decade. Others have said it
could approach $1 trillion over
three decades.
Obama's visit comes as the
nuclear debate has been percolating in the 2016 campaign to
select his successor, with GOP
presumptive nominee Donald
Trump floating the idea of glowing South Korea and Japap
to acquire nuclear weapons.

FDA to re-evaluate definition of'healthy'
NEW YORK(AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration
will re-evaluate its definition of
"healthy," which could eventually change how a range of
foods are marketed.
In light of evolving research,
the FDA said it believes "now is
an opportune time to re-evaluate
the regulations concerning nutrition content claims,generally,
including the term 'healthy'."
The agency plans to solicit public comment on the matter in the
near future, said Lauren Kotwicki, an FDA representative,
in an email.
The FDA currently allows
use of the term "healthy- on
packaging only when products
meet certain nutrient criteria,
which largely revolve around
limited levels of fat, cholesterol
and sodium. As such, it sent a
warning letter last year the mak-

The FDA said that Susan
er of Kind fruit-and-nut bars
saying the company's products Mayne, director of its Center
should not be labeled as healthy for Food Safety and Applied
because of their saturated fat Nutrition, discussed the agency's plans to revisit the term
levels.
Kind then sought a reeval- "healthy" at a conference on
uation of the term's definition food regulatory matters last
from the FDA, noting the fat in week. The agency's plans to reits bars comes from nuts. The visit the term "healthy" were recompany noted the FDA's rules ported in the Wall Street Journal
prevent avocados and salm- on Tuesday.
Last month, the House of
on from being labeled healthy,
while allowing the term for fat- Representatives also said in a
free puddings and sugary cere- report accompanying its agriculture appropriations bill that
als.
After some back-and-forth it expects the FDA to amend its
on the matter,the FDA told Kind regulation for "healthy" claims
in an email last month that it did to be based on scientific agreenot object to the company's use ment.
Any change in the regulaof the term "healthy and tasty"
on its bar wrappers. The FDA tion around the term could take
said Tuesday it is allowing use years. The FDA's final rule on
of the phrase only framed as gluten-free labeling, for in"corporate philosophy,- rather stance,took more than six years
than as a nutrient content claim. to complete. IN
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DREAM BIG
Entrepreneur Workshop
May 18 I 8am to 4pm
Register by May 13
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LIVE UNITED!
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This interactive entrepreneur workshop will help you
realize your strengths and talents. If you have an
entrepreneurial dream you have never pursued or lost

gn
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer

Some independent minded Americans are saying a pox on both
of your houses: but if you want a third term for Obama, than
Hillary is your candidate! If you want Obama's destruction of the
coal industry to continue; if you like Obama's proposal to take
some of your gun rights away: if you like Obama's fascist execof Obamacare
• utive orders to continue; if you like the high cost
Ll to keep on: then you need to vote for Hillary Clinton and if you
choose to stay at home in November due to disliking Trump.
.tt that's a vote for Hillary.
Come hear Ky. Rep. Kenny Imes "Report on the 2016 Session of
the KY Legislature- on the 3rd Mon., May 16 at 5:30 p.m. in the
back room of Pagliai's, according to Dan Walker, program chair
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky.
.07441
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Calloway Comfy

Annuities for long-term
retirement?

Survey shows increase in Kentucky tourism

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Matters!
Your Gift
Ready

Associated Press

By Dave Ramsey

Can I negotiate?
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vtett, Nelson
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sight of your dream in the day-to-day running of your
business, this workshop will help you bring it to life.
Visit testmydream.eventbrite.com

for more details and registration.

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Kentucky
Innovation Network

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 .www.sbgproperty.com

Murray Office
Plan, Build. Launch

*0762

Loretta Daniel, Director
(270)809-6071
KYInnovation.com
lorettoOKYInnovation.com
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Dear Sir:
I am writing in support of the candidacy of Mike Pape for the
O. S. House of Representatives in the upcoming First District GOP
pkimary. I have known Mike for about 30 years, since he enrolled
4 a freshman political science major at Murray State University.
1:had him in several classes, I became faculty advisor of the MSU
College Republicans when Mike founded the group, and have kept
up with him since his graduation. We have worked together frequently while he served as Congressman Ed Whitfield's District
Director, as our local GOP planned the annual Lincoln-Reagan
Dinner, Fancy Farm Picnic events, and so forth.
This primary contest is not between good and bad men. It is
between the highly qualified and the not-so-highly qualified. Mike
Pape is the highly qualified candidate. He knows what an effective
representative does and how he does it because he has done it all
except actually vote for and against bills on the floor of the House.
Mike has been especially effective in the area of constituency service and has assisted literally thousands of constituents during the
past 22 years with problems they were having with federal agencies
such as Veterans' Affairs and the Social Security Administration.
This was done with total disregard for party registration, prior support or campaign contribution, as many will attest. This cannot be
said about any other candidate in this race. Rest assured Mike Pape
will not forget his constituents or take them for granted when he
goes to Washington.
Having known Mike for so many years, during which time we
have had countless conversations. I also can affirm that there is
absolutely no one more supportive of the Second Amendment, of
free enterprise, of a strong national defense, limited government or
of the right to life than Mike Pape. Mike will take his cues from
his district, not from Fourteenth Street lobbyists, the Senate side of
the Capitol or from the White House. So, if you want an honest,
sincere, truly conservative, experienced, intelligent, industrious,
highly qualified and dedicated family man, who can hit the ground
ninning and not have to spend two to three years learning the job,
to represent you in the U. S. House of Representatives, you should
v,ote for Mike Pape in the GOP primary on May 17.

In recent years, when I have needed assistance from Congressman
Ed Whitfield's office, his chief of staff Michael Pape has worked tirelessly to help.
Now, Mr. Pape is running in the Republican Primary for the US
House in Kentucky's 1st Congressional District. Mr. Pape is not a
career politician (indeed,this is his first time to run for office), but his
work for many years has given him the contacts in Washington DC
and the knowledge to get things done for the citizens of this district.
He is punctual in returning calls, efficient in knowing which avenues for help are most productive, and effective in getting results.
Perhaps most importantly, he is a friendly advocate who is aggressive in dealing with constituent problems. He cares enough to follow
through and follow up in making sure that issues are resolved.
His name is the first name on the Republican ballot next week,and
I encourage you to give him your vote.
Gina Claywell
Murray

LETTERS POLICY
/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071, faxed to (270) 753-19127 or emailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
1 Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
:
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have name, address and
phone number.
/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must
be typed or legible.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
gdit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent
Contributors to the Forum Page.
Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out
sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a
whole, will not be accepted.
I Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions
pf the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger
& Times staff.
5.
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One's True Calling

Sincerely.
Winfield H. Rose
Kuttawa

Mailed in Calloway County,
KY $19. By nail to rest of KY,
Grans & Menne Counties $135.
Al otber nail subscription SIN.

Published Monday through Saturday. Not published we Sundays, Manorial
Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thaniusivisig Day, Christutas Day and New Years
Day. Periodicals postage paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send address
chimes to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Boa IMO, Murray. KY
42,71-1044
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let se know as soca as possibk low,cam get wee to you
or give you credit. Cal(271)753•99.
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"He was standing in the
choir of Winchester Cathedral surrounded by the first
tourists of the year. He was
a clean-shaven man with
the mobile face of an actor;
shrewd, humorous eyes, and
white hair brushed straight
back over his head." Thus
began H. V. Morton's description of the verger of
Winchester Cathedral in
his book "In Search of England."
A verger is one who takes
care of the interior of a
church,but they often served
as guides for tourists. This
was no ordinary verger and
this was no ordinary guide.
One tourist nudged Morton
and said,"This chap's good,
isn't he? I expect he's pulling our legs a bit. He talks
about the old days as if he
had been there."
Indeed "as the man with
the white hair talked in the
silent choir of Winchester—
before him the long sweep
.of that marvelous nave, on
either side those lovely Norman transepts soaked in a
pale gold light—he moved
his hands in time to his
words, and his eyes went

over the group to each listener. There was not a shuffle.
He had gripped them! They
had come prepared to be
bored; they stayed strangely
thrilled by this man's enthusiasm and by the pictures he
called up. That was it; he humanized the history book."
Morton wrote that "the
old story, like all old stories
told properly, took on a new
importance, became dramatic and somehow near at
hand. The crowd had heard
it before at school; but they
had never seen it before."
Oh,that I could have that effect on my students. I know
that they have heard it all
before, but what if I could
make them see history? Perhaps it must begin with a
love of history on the part
of the teacher. That is what
my teachers did for me.That
was the case with the verger
of Winchester Cathedral.
I love it,' said the verger. 'You ought to come up
here on a moonlit night and
look down. You can imagine
things: you can see ghosts."
Morton chatted with the
verger at the conclusion of
the tour. "You must have

devoted your
life to this,"
Morton said.
vergThe
responder
ed: "When I
was appointverger,
ed
the spirit of
Winchester
me
gripped
and I knew Home and
that I had
Away
my
found
By James
right job. I Duane Bolin
every Ledger & Times
love
stone of this
Columnist
cathedral."
one
At
point in the tour the verger
gave each of the tourists a
bell, "delivered a lecture on
bell-ringing, numbered us
off from the right, and pointing to each one in turn as he
wished him to ring, drew
forth from the unpromising
assembly 'Abide with Me."
"We were delighted with
ourselves," Morton said.
"Up we went again, and
round and round,till we bent
under a little stone doorway
and came out on the roof of
the cathedral. ... We looked
down on the tops of feathery

lime trees, on the river and
the distant hills, the little
town lying pleasantly in a
blue haze of smoke from its
chimneys, Winchester!"
"Down we all trooped
over those sheer corkscrew
stairs and out into the lime
avenue. We found that we
all knew each other. We all
shook hands before we parted. Such is the power of one
man's enthusiasm."
I wish it could be that
way in each of my university
classes this semester. That
at the end of the semester my
students could all know each
other. And that they could
know the subject of History
in a new and interesting way.
And I wish for each one
of the graduates during
this season of commencements, for my son and for
my daughter, that they could
find love and fulfillment in
their work, that they could
find their true calling, just
like the verger of Winchester
Cathedral.
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department ofHistory at Murray State
University. He may be reached at
jbolin@murraystate.edu.•
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Concert series to inaugurate Murray amphitheater
When I was small, I loved
listening to the lady across the
street play the piano at night.
In winter, the sound was
muffled and I had to strain to
hear her perform. Summers
were better because windows
were open and the music
drifted outdoors, adding special magic to summer nights.
These days, such events
are a rarity, so the other day
I was thrilled to learn that the
new amphitheater in Murray's Central Park will host
a series of eleven concerts on
Tuesday nights this summer,
from 7 to 9 p.m. Sponsored
by Keller Williams Realty
and starring performers and
musicians from the Badgett
Playhouse in Grand Rivers,
the series kicks off on May
24, and then ten Tuesdays
thereafter, ending on August
2.
The Murray Rotary Club
can be credited with laying
the foundation for this unique
opportunity. For many years,
Rotarian and Vanderbilt
Chemical executive Ed Shinners longed to see an amphitheater in the park for community entertainment and
enrichment. Other Rotarians,
including Dick Weaver, were
also inspired, and in 2003
phase one of the project was
completed. Initially, the design consisted of a 60 by 40

foot stage,six tiers of seating,
electrical outlets, a sprinkler
system, and an asphalt drive.
Roger Reichmuth, cochair of the Rotary Amphitheater Committee, recently
remarked that a donation of
$20,000 kick-started phase
two. Additional fundraising
is underway, according to
Rotary's James Gallimore.
So far, around $100,000
is in the till, toward a total
project goal of $160,000 to
$180,000.
An attractive pavilion
structure was purchased, providing shelter for performers
and seating beneath a series
of vaulted arches. Bill Minihan, co-director of Badgett
Playhouse, is pleased about
this venture into outdoor entertainment. "We're honored
to be performing in a new
venue in Murray," he said,
"and we're excited to have
exposure to new audiences."
Minihan's background includes experience in Branson and Silver Dollar City,
a two-season stint touring a
show to Saginaw, Michigan,
and being part of a group that
renovated the historic Savannah Theatre. He and his wife,
Sara Lynn Minihan,have run
the Badgett Theatre since
2004.
Through his experience
in Branson, Minihan was ac-

customed to
a model that
involved doing the same
show over
and over. In
Grand Rivers, he expanded that
model but
kept adding
new shows and new talent
to the repertoire. The eleven
different shows that will be
performed in Murray feature
an array of music and themes
that provide wholesome family entertainment.
On May 24, "Variety!
Music, Memories & More"
makes its Murray premiere,
including swing, oldies, rock
and roll, and Motown. May
31 is a tribute to Patsy Cline.
Other Tuesday shows will focus on the sixties, the seventies, sweethearts of country
music, Southern gospel ,and
big band, to name some. The
series ends on August with
The Sounds of Memphis -birthplace of rock and roll
and home of the blues, where
a young man from Tupelo became King.
Typically, performances
include 4-7 live musicians,
and 4-5 singers. "Everybody
does everything," Minihan
says of his troupe.
Admission ranges from $8

for advance tickets, $10 at
the door, with reserved seats
costing $12.50. Season tickets are also available, and all
funds raised from the series
will be used in the purchase
of 3D mammography for
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
True to its designation as
winner of Rand McNally's
Best Small Town in America,
Murray has forged a regional
partnership with Rotary, the
local hospital, Central Park,
and the Badgett Playhouse
to build the amphitheater and
bring the concert series to
town. The ribbon cutting for
the amphitheater in mid-May
is special enough to bring the
international president of Rotary to town for the occasion.
Concert tickets are available at Badgett Playhouse,
Keller Williams Realty offices, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and Murray Visitors and Convention Bureau.
Questions can be directed to
270-227-0253. Information
about Badgett Playhouse is
available at http://www.grandriversvariety.com/theatre.
php.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Cony
tact the columnist at constancealexatideretwcton.
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Brenda Baldwin
Brenda Bidw in,59,of Murray,Kentucky,died Tuesday,May 10,
2016 at her bine.
She was tom in Chicago,Illinois,on Aug.5, 1956 to Edward and
Charldean Hock.
She was employed by Briggs and Stratton and was of Baptist
faith.
In additisn to her parents, she was preceded in death by a sister,
Patricia Mahis.
Mrs. BAdwin is survived by her husband, Kenneth Baldwin of
Murray; tvo sons, Kenny and Trevor Baldwin of Murray; a daughter, Crysta Price of Murray; a brother, Vincent Clinard of Murray
and four irandchildren, Cheyenne and Tyler Bucy, Blake Tinsley
and Ella Baldwin.
A privste service will be at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,
downtowii Murray.
Ordinecondolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of arrangments.

II ACTA finances...
unloading their items, though
that is not a requirement and
"Thai would be a crisis," Bil- could lead to injuries that would
lington said."At this stage of the involve workman's compensagame,ru don't want to lose any tion claims.
money.We need that money."
Board members spent severCunently,
MCTA
has al minutes on this issue before
$199,7t9, meaning it is $37,000 Velvet Wilson produced an idea
below the max. A sale of a bus where an object, such as a launno losger usable is expect- dry basket, could be placed on a
ed to net about $5,000, which bus and used as a guide,i.e. how
could go into that fund and put 'many items would be needed to
MCTA that much closer to the fill the basket.
$236$00-plus line.
No action was taken and the
If MCTA can remain below issue is expected to continue
that $236,000-plus through June attracting discussion at a later
30, which marks the end of the date.
,•••
2016 fiscal year, whatever reSkinner also reported that
mains in the state contract revenue fund is carried over to the a riders' survey has resulted in
stronger-than-expected particifollowing fiscal year.
"I really don't see us getting pation. He said about 90 riders
close to that two thirty-six, un- so far have returned the completless something out of the ordi- ed surveys, which are available
nary happens between now and on all MCTA vehicles. He said
the surveys will continue being
then," Billington said.
•••
offered for another week or two.
"I'm actually pretty happy
Perhaps the issue earning the
most commentary Tuesday is the with that number," Skinner said,
amount of items riders should be adding that one thing that riders
allowed to transport on MCTA so far are favoring is a Saturday
vehicles once those riders have day route that start at 9 a.m."It's
completed shopping ventures. been more yes and maybes than
Discussion indicated that sev- nos so that's something we may
eral riders are loading vans or be taking a look at in the future."
buses with amounts of items that
Skinner also said that a sercould be considered . excessive;
currently mcrA does not have a vice MCTA has offered for a
set limit on the amount of items few years will continue Tuesday
(May 17) as MCTA will provide
a rider can carry on a vehicle.
"What I want to do is come free rides to voting precincts for
up with a policy that everyone the May primary election.
He said this can be arranged
can adhere to," said MCTA's
Interim Executive Director Rod- through the MCTA on-demand
ney Skinner. "We're not telling option (where a time is reserved
people that they can't go grocery for a ride) from 9 a.m. through
shopping while they're using the daytime closing hour of 4:30
our service. We've got to put p.m. However, rides will continue being offered via the MCTA
some kind of limit on it."
Skinner said drivers have community route that travels to
reported loads ranging from several venues during the eveas many as 10 cases of canned nings and would include the 6
drinks at a time to bags of dog p.m. closing time for polls.
Each MCTA vehicle is curfood weighing as much as 50
pounds to bags of potting soil or rently advertising the free ride
even powdered cement mix. He on election day service. To arsaid, keeping with the MCTA range for a ride to a precinct on
tradition of being a service to its election day, phone MCTA at
community, many of its drivers 270-753-9725.•
do assist riders with loading and
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TOWN CRIER
The Solid Waste Committee of the Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the first-floor
conference room of the Calloway County Courthouse,
101 S. Fifth St. Agenda items include: Review proposed
changes/upgrades to current county ordinance; ordinance review (concerning bills of the Kentucky state
House and state Senate); property complaints.
..•
The Transportation Committee of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in the firstfloor conference room of the Calloway County Courthouse, 101 S. Fifth St. The only agenda item is consideration of road material bids.
a.*

To submit a Town Crier item, phone 270-753-1916.
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2966 Hudson Road I Fulton, KY
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FUNERAL NOTICE

died at 11:55 a.m. Sunday, May 8,2016 at her residence. '
She was born July 4, 1948 in Calloway County, Kentucky,to Jessie D. Parrish and Ruby Levine
Hill Parrish.
Mrs. Washer is survived by her husband,Erwin
F."F-rv" Washer; a son, Jimmy Barnett of Murray;
four daughters, Tammy Madrigal, Bridget! Rene
Washer, Brenda Washer and Belinda Washer, all
of
Murray; a sister, Josey Sales of Alabama; two
Washer
brothers, Billy Joe Parrish of Tennessee and Larry
Parrish of Oklahoma; six grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 3 p.m Wednesday, May 11, 2016 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Brett Miles and Kerry
Lambert officiating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation was from 4-8 p.m.Tuesday,May 10,2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Horne
Jeannetta F. Washer,67
Funeral service will be at 3 p.m. Wednesday, May 11,2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.

MISD BUDGET...

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
- Democratic Attorney General Andy Beshear has transferred
$4.5 million from his office to
the Kentucky State Police to
help eliminate the backlog in
rape kit testing.
The state legislature approved the transfer last month.
The money comes from the
settlement of a lawsuit against
Johnson & Johnson for misleading consumers about the
antipsychotics drug Risperdal.

Former Attorney General Jack
Conway announced that settlement last year.
Kentucky has more than
3000 untested rape kits,according to an audit last year by former state Auditor Adam Edelen.
Rape Kits contain physical
evidence from victims collected
in the hours after a sexual assault. Testing the kits can identify DNA and other evidence that
can help authorities identify and
prosecute suspects. II

Kentucky tax collections
set all-time record in April
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
- State officials collected more
than $1 billion in taxes last
month, setting a record high.
State Budget Director John
Chilton announced Tuesday that
the state collected $1.077 billion in income and sales taxes in
April,up from the $1.023 billion
collected in April 2015. Chilton
attributed some of thalincrease
to a delay in issuing tax refunds.
So far this year, Kentucky's

to the tax roll eventually.
"We're hoping that'll give us
len-Crouch that the district, a spark," Rogers said.
which has taken hits due to
Rogers also did have good
buildings disappearing the past news on another front and that i's.
two years, is going to take an- that the MISD building fund i$
other one because more build- quite healthy, which is enabling.
ings have gone the way of the a major renovation of the Murdemolition route in the past year. ray High campus on Doran Road
"Our assessment has gone to proceed. Rogers said this has
down significantly," he said, been strengthened by three con:
adding that he is encouraged struction nickels that districts are
with future projects that will help allowed to use to compensate for
begin filling these voids."We do a lack of revenue in other areas.
* *
have the Bank of Cadiz opening (along North 12th Street),
MISD Technology Coordias well as another business area nator Rusty Back reported the
that will be ready later this year three-year technology plan of
(at the intersection of 12th and the district, which will concenOlive streets). Plus there is the trate on infrastructure improve(new Thurman Campbell Group ments and device replacements,'
accounting office) that opened particularly with devices that
on the south side of town. Those students have assigned to them
can't help us until next year."
to keep pace with changing
He also said that he was told times with technology.
that the former Regions Bank
Back reported that nearly 50
building at the intersection of percent of the district's work
South Fourth and Main streets stations are what are classified
on the court square probably has as substandard, being that most
probably been responsible for of them have 8-10 years' worth
a $1 million hit to the district. of use.
Regions ceased operations at
He said the technology plan
that location in 2014, but a new is submitted each year, but is deowner is now in place and reno- signed to reflect needs in threevations are reportedly underway year increments.•
which could return that structure

From front

Beshear transfers $4.5 million
to Kentucky State Police

tax revenue has increased 5 percent compared to the previous
year. State economists had predicted revenue would increase
3.2 percent for the budget year
that ends June 30.
State officials also collected
$130.4 million in gas taxes, a
13.3 percent increase from April
2015. Year to date, revenue for
the road fund has dropped 3.8
percent, in line with the estimate.•

•FIRE VICTIM...
From front

leasing her name."We knew
she had stayed (in the mobile
home) so we had an idea she
might be the person, but with
cases like this, you've got to
be absolutely sure. You definitely do not want to make
a misidentification on something like this.
"We are very glad that this
has been confirmed because
operating in the Schneidman this does bring at least a litRoad area of the county. The tle closure for the family. We
ATV then was reported to have think we can bring a little
left the road and entered a trail. more closure, though, when
While deputies attempted to la we finally know why she
cated the vehicle, dispatch was
died."
contacted by a passerby that obThat determination will
served the unknown male operrely on the results of numerator of the ATV exit the woods,
ous tests that were part of a
get into an unknown vehicle
preliminary autopsy examand leave the area.
ination
on April 27 in LouisDeputies were unable to la
County CorCalloway
ville.
cate the ATV and confirmed,
earlier said
Harris
oner
Rick
through dispatch, that the ATV
and
inconclusive
proved
that
Massac
reported
from
been
had
that the report of a toxicolt•County,Illinois.
Elder has been charged gy exam was probably key to
with receiving stolen property determining that cause.
CCFR Chief Tommy Mor$10,000 or more.
Individuals facing charges
are presumed innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.
•

McCracken County Sheriff's
Office files stolen property charges
Special to The Ledger
At about 6 p.m. last Wednesday (May 4), McCracken
County sheriff's deputies were
dispatched to 6715 Blandville
Road for possible stolen property. When deputies arrived on
scene, they observed two GTX
Sea Doo personal watercraft
vehicles backed in behind the
residence.
The Sea Doos, matching
descriptions of that given by a
concerned citizen, were confirmed through dispatch and
found to be stolen from a residence in Calloway County. Further investigation revealed that
the resident, Robert J. Elder,55,
to be the suspect in the investigation and further led to his arrest. The Sea Doos were valued
at about $20,000 total.
Then, on Sunday, McCracken deputies observed an ATV

Card4Jharziefr
Thefamily ofAnn Hays would like to take
this opportunity to express our sincere thanks
to Drs. Ford and O'Dellfor their compassionate
care, the entire staffat Brookdalefor the
love and daily care that was shown to mother
while she made her home there.
Our thank you to the University Church body
of believersfor making mom feel so loved and
for providing thefamily meal after the
funeral and last but not least to the staffat
IH Churchill Funeral Homefor
their professional and kind attention
shown to thefamily.

We Pick, You Pick-up
(opto also availabk)

270.468.0110

online at

in,.

"

Jeannetta F. Washer
Jeannetta F. Washer, 67, of Murray, Kentucky,

The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God and
the communion of the Holy Ghost,be with you all.
2nd Corinthians 13:14

gan said the discovery was
made after firefighters had
brought the blaze under control and were in the process of
a routine search of the structure.
The fire is still under investigation and officials caution that there is still no determination as to whether or
not the fire was criminal in
nature.
This blaze was the second to result in a death in
the Pottertown area in about
a month. Earlier, a fire at a
log cabin-type house claime4
the life of Joseph A. Ballard,
86, in the pre-dawn hours
of April 6 along Pottertown
Road about two miles from
where the mobile home fire
had occurred. Another person
inside that residence at the
time, Jeff Ballard, managed
to escape through a window
and survived, though he was
injured in the process.
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Rose recipient of
Fulbright Student
Award to Korea

MWC Zeta Dept. will meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday, May 12 at 11:30 a.m.
at Tom's Grille. Officers will be installed.

Astronomy Day planned
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers will
host a National Astronomy Day Saturday, May
14 from noon -4 p.m. at the Golden Pond Planand Observatory at Land Between the
Martha
can enjoy a free, full-dome,digiVisitors
Lakes.
Andrus
Finney
planetarium shows at 10 a.m.
sound
tal
surround
Community editor
and every hour thereafter until 4 p.m. A star party
will take place after dark at the observatory lovisitor center, if weather permits.
the
beyond
just
cated

5K Run/Walk to be held
Be the Change 5K Run/Walk will be held Saturday, May 21 at 8
am. at Chestnut Park. A portion of the proceeds will go to the West
Kentucky Mental Health Counselors Association to help keep professionals trained and up-to-date on the best ways to help and serve
our community. Participants are encouraged to place their handprint
on an art piece at the race finish line. Race day registration will be
at 7 a.m. at a cost of $30. For more information, call 270-761-5804.

Dance to be at senior center
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will present
the Murray Community Dance on Saturday, May 14 from 6-9 p.m.
Johnny B will play and all age adults are invited to attend. Admission is $5 per person and refreshments will be available.

CCHS accepting nominations for SBDM
Calloway County High School is accepting parent nominations
for the 2016-2017 CCHS Site-Based Decision-Making Council
which includes parents/guardians of students presently in grades
8-11. Turn in names of nominees to Andrea Robertson in the high
school front office no later than 3:30 p.m. Monday, May 16.

ALS Support Group to meet

The Murray ALS Support Group will meet Thursday, May 12 at
6 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room. The
members will be guest speakers. For questions, call Mitzi Cathey at
270-293-1748.

Summer in the Park to be offered

The Summer in the Park program will be offered from May 31
through July 15 at the Bailey Pavilion in Central Park for all children through age 18. Children under nine must be accompanied by
an adult. Lunch will be served from 11 a.m. until noon only. There
will be educational programs from noon until I p.m. For more information, contact Michelle Hansen at 270-762-7333; Ginny Harper at
270-293-1558 or Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592.

Bonnie Adams of Murray, Kentucky, announces the engagement
of her daughter, Jessie Ann Adams, to Justin Kirk Crider, son of
Steve and Donna Crider of Marion, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is also the daughter of the late Pat D. Adams. She
is the granddaughter of Edgar and Martha Smith and the late Colic
Dee and Clara Ann Adams of Murray. She graduated from Murray
State University and Southern Illinois University with a master of
science degree in communication disorders and sciences. She is a
speech language pathologist at East Calloway Elementary School.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Martha Kirk and the late Kenneth Kirk of Dawson Springs; the late Jim Crider of Paducah and the
late Beauton Crider of Marion. He graduated from West Kentucky
Community and Technical College with an associate of arts degree.
He is a service technician with AT&T.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 28,2016 at 3:30 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
All family and friends are invited.

MWC Music Dept.to hold fundraiser

The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will hold its
annual fundraiser for scholarships on Ttiursday, May 12 at 6 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. This year's theme is 'Through
the Decades." Patrons will be treated to a meal served by members
of the department followed by entertainment by the Music Department Chorus and guest entertainers, Water Horse. Tickets are $10
and may be purchased from Bobbie Weatherly at 270-759-4578 for
delivery or "will call." Seating is limited.

Tymeless Hearts seeking
vendors for annual carnival

Special to the Ledger
Tymeless Hearts is searching
for vendors and groups to set up
booths at its annual carnival on
Aug. 27. They are offering early
bird discounts to vendors who
VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
sign up early. Email tymelessVFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, May 12 hearts@live.com or message us
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. For more information call on Facebook. Be sure to include
Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.
information about what you will
have in your booth and if you
Ladies Auxiliary VFW meeting to be held need electricity.
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
Volunteers are needed for
May 12 at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information, call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.

the carnival also. The carnival
raises money and awareness for
babies with congenital heart defects.

Special to the Ledger
Rhodes College senior Miranda Rose recently learned she
is the recipient of a 2016-2017
Fulbright U.S. Student Award
to Korea. She joins four other
Fulbright student grantees from
Rhodes who will serve as English teaching assistants in their
assigned countries.
The highly prestigious Fulbright U.S. Student Program
provides grants for individually
designed study/research projects
or for English teaching assistantships. The program facilitates
cultural exchange through direct
interaction on an individual basis in the classroom, field, home
and in routine tasks, allowing
the grantee to gain an appreciation of others' viewpoints and
beliefs, the way they do things
and the way they think.
Rose, who is from Puryear,
Tennessee, is an environmental
science major with a minor in
Chinese studies. She spent the
spring semester of her junior
year studying in Kunming, China, and she volunteers locally
as a tutor for Refugee Empowerment Program in Memphis.
With an interest in education
and teaching, Rose has taught a
high school equivalency preparatory class of 20 inmates in the
Shelby County Jail. Rose's other interests include geographic
information system (GIS) anal-

ysis and environmental jistice.
In 2014, she won a scholarship
from the Memphis Area Geographic Information Council
for her research presentaion of
"GIS Analysis of Beef 7,attle
Farms in Tennessee." On campus, she is student associate in
the GIS lab, where she conducts
independent research and assists
students enrolled in introductory
GIS courses.
Rose is a graduate of Henry
County High School in Puryear
and has relatives in Murray and
Calloway County. II

WAR ROOM
THURS.,MAY 12TH•6:30 P.M.
Refreshments served after the movie.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH • MURRAY

Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday,
May 13 at 7 p.m. at Goshen Family Fellowship Center in Stella.
Special musical guests will be The Liberty Boys, The Yours Truly
Trio, The Believers and For Heaven's Sake. For more information,
call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124 or Pat Lea at 270-227-8833.

The Genealogy Club sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center will meet Friday. May 13 at 12:30 p.m. in the
computer room of the Weaks Center. Guests are welcome.

Ham dinner to be Saturday
The South Marshall Fire Department Auxiliary will host a ham
and bean dinner on Saturday, May 14 from 5-7 p.m. at the Aurora Ross Fire Station. The meal will include white beans with ham,
cornbread and assorted vegetables, tea or lemonade and coffee with
dessert for $6 for adults and $3 for children 10 and under. For more
information, contact Audrey at 270-906-5515.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mac
Coleman,296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

4-H Council will meet

The 4-H Council will meet Thursday, May 12 from 5-6 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center for a business meeting. All interested youth
and parents are welcome to attend. •

CCHS Class of 1966 to host reunion

The Calloway County High School Class of 1966 will hold its
50th reunion on Friday, Oct. 7 and Saturday, Oct. 8. Anyone who
started in 1963 is invited to attend. For more information, call Jim
.Kelly at 270-753-8607 or email at edmonds_r@bellsouth.net or call
Wilma Edmonds at 270-753-5060.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla meeting to be held

The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, May 12 at 6:30 p.m., at the Caring and Sharing
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
attend. Prior to the meeting,those interested are invited to eat at Sirloin Stockade at 5:30 p.m. For more information,call Bill Husfield,
Flotilla Commander at 270-354-9966,or Beale Canon at 270-7534934.

Soup for the Soul serves weeknights

Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday, from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information,
call 270-759-0800.

This week's special sale is 50%
off dresses,25% off all sandals,25%
off jeans and 50-75% off selected
summer merchandise, including Nic
& Zoe and Joesph Ribkoff.
Everyone is loving our leggings
in the capri length for summer, we
have solids, geometenc and abstract
prints.
The solid jersey v-neck tunics pair
perfectly with the leggings (lots of
colors)
Wide leg pants are also a hot trend
this season, whether it is soft and
flowing or more structured like jeans,
they are an alternative to the skinny
leg, bootcut is also being worn this
spring, we have several styles in
stock.
Short jackets are also being shown
this season, we have a cute hoodie
that is short in periwinkle blue.
One can never have too many.
white shirts, they can be dressed up
or down.
We have several styles to choose
frorn. They are for layering or they
can stand on their own.
We are getting a new exciting
product everyone will love. We will
have more on that next week - be
watching for Facebook and your
newsletter.
Shorts are also trending this
season, and we have several styles
and colors to choose from,they are a
good length for golfers.
Come in soon and visit ow store.
Like and share us on Facebook to
be eligible for ow giveaway or come
in the store.
Stay tuned to next week's fits and
fashion report...
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President
Wilson br
Hospital

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
invites the public to a showing of..

Glorybound to be Friday

Genealogy Club will meet Friday

HOSPITA

• 3 floor plans

• Lease OR rental options
• Custothizable services
available, including dining,
housekeeping,laundry

Exclusively at
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray,KY •(270)759-8700• www.hickorywoodsal.com
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HOSPITAL WEEK GOES OUT IN BLAZE OF GLORY: Murray-Calloway County Hospital Vice
President of Development Keith Travis, left, and Vice President of Human Resources John
Wilson brave the flames Friday as they man the grill for the annual cookout to cap National
Hospital Week at the MCCH campus.

Wesley Living Manager Orr
receives multiple recognitions
Special to The Ledger
Stacey K. Orr, Manager of Murray's unique
Wesley Living non-profit independent living retirement community, comprised of Wesley at
Murray and Wesley Murray Meadow; recently received some exciting news.
Orr successfully completed the National Affordable Housing Management Association's Certified Professional of Occupancy Course (CPO)
and is confirmed as a certified CPO as of March
2016. As a newly designated Certified Professional of Occupancy, she has now joined an elite
group of industry professionals who specialize in
the management of affordable and government-assisted housing.
Additionally, she was accepted into the Southeastern Affordable Housing Management Association (SAHMA) Excellence in Management
Program. In honor of exceptional skills, professionalism and dedication, SAHMA presented Ms.
Orr with a certification of recognition for high

standards of excellence in
the management of affordable housing.
Orr has been employed
with Wesley Housing Corporation of Memphis, Inc.
for 18 months and states,
"It's truly a blessing to
serve as the manager for
an organization whose
mission, in the response
to the love of God, is dedicated to providing excellent housing and services
which enhance the quality Stacey Off
of living for elderly persons and their families."
If you would like more information at Murray's
Wesley Living community, Orr encourages you to
contact her at(270)753-7735 or visit their website
at www.wesleyliving.com.•

BHP recognized as one of nation's best stroke centers
Special to The Ledger
A few weeks ago Tonya Hunt
was hoping to get discharged from
Baptist Health Paducah after recovering from a heart attack, when
a stroke stopped her in her tracks.
"I got up to brush my teeth and
from then on I don't remember,"
said Hunt,46,of Clinton.
Hunt was treated with the
clot-buster tPA, the only drug approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration to treat ischemic
stroke. People who suffer a stroke
may recover quicker and are less
likely to suffer severe disability if
they receive the drug within three
hours of experiencing symptoms.
By that evening,"I was talking
and moving my limbs," she said.
"I can walk and my speech is fine.
My family really thought I was
going to pass away, but the Lord
wasn't ready for me."
Hunt is just one example of
why Baptist Health Paducah was
selected to receive the 2016 Women's Choice Award® as one of
America's Best Stroke Centers.
This evidence-based designation
is the only Stroke Center award
that identifies the country's best
healthcare institutions based on
robust criteria that considers female patient satisfaction, clinical
excellence and what ‘i ,vomen say
they want from a hospital.
"We are honored that women
recognize the efforts of our staff
to create a healing environment,"
said hospital president William A.
Brown."We take pride in providing patients and their loved ones
with hue compassion and quality

care."
Baptist Health Paducah became the region's first certified
primary stroke center in 2009.
Since then, tPA has gone from being administered to six patients a
year to now more than 100.
"These awards say we strive
for the best possible care for our
patients," said neurologist Joseph

Ashburn. MD,stroke services director. "While meeting the minimum requirements for a stroke
center is considered acceptable,
we at Baptist Health believe the
people of our region deserve nothing less than the very best medicine has to offer. We are always
moving forward to take it to the
next level." II

SAVE $1000
RIC
Hearing Aid!
on the

Call today to schedule
your appointment

270-753-8055
Free Hearing Screening
COUPON

— — —

30 day Trial Purchase
Financing 0% Interest
(For those who qualify)
Expires 5-18-2016

HOSPITAL RECEIVES VISITORS: Murray Elementary School first-grade students recently
visited Murray-Calloway County Hospital to learn more about healthcare in our community. They visited several areas throughout the hospital including the Emergency Department,
Radiology, Outpatient Surgery, and the Medical Surgical Nursing Floor. Students are shown
with Scarlett Barnett, Director of Emergency Services and Kelli Phelps from the Emergency
Department learning what happens when you come to the Emergency Room as a patient.

Baptist Health Paducah to host
5th Spokes for Strokes bike tour
County. It includes one rest
Special to The Ledger
Baptist Health Paducah stop. All rides will be folwill host its fifth Spokes for lowed by support vehicles.
Strokes bike tour on Satur- Helmets are required.
Stroke is the one of the
day, June 4, to raise stroke
awareness, along with funds nation's leading killers and
for life-saving technologies the leading cause of serious,
and expanded stroke care ser- long-term disability.
"We will continue to focus
vices.
Spokes for Strokes will on public education,so people
begin at 7 a.m. with registra- of all ages know they should
tion at Baptist Health Imaging Center on the west end
of campus at 2705 Kentucky
Ave., followed by the tour at
8 a.m. Registration at active.
corn is $25 for an individual,
$40 for couples and $50 for a
family for four.
The bike tour offers 10-,
35- or 65-mile rides through
southern McCracken, Marshall and Graves counties.
The longest ride includes
challenging hills and five rest
stops. The 35-mile ride is less
hilly with three rest stops.
The short ride is completely
Cipiptcr
flat and stays in McCracken

call 9-1-1 immediately if
they see anyone experiencing
signs of a stroke," said Joseph
Ashburn, M.D., stroke center
director. "Time saved is brain
saved, so if they seek immediate treatment, the effects
of stroke may be reduced or
even reversed."
For more information.
phone 270.575.2851.•
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Be Informed

Be Red Cross Ready
American
77 Red Cross
Nerrint; Callov‘ay County

ADVERTISEMENT
Request for Sealed Bids
Sale of Real Property
543 Powell Lane,Benton, Kentucky 42025
Notice is hereby given that Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation will accept sealed
bids for the sale of real property and improvements located at 543 Powell Lane, Benton, Kentucky
4202. no later than May 26,2016, at the hour of 4:00 p.m., local time. Thereafter,on May 27,2016,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m. local time, all such sealed bids will be opened and read aloud in the Board
Room of the Murray Calloway County Hospital,803 Poplar Street, Murray,Kentucky.The real property located at 543 Powell Lane. Benton, Kentucky 42025, is more particularly described as follows:
Lot #2,containing 1.03 acres, as shown on the Minor Subdivision Plat for Jerry Bennett recorded in
Plat Cabinet C-134, Marshall County Court Clerk's Office.
The Murray Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation obtained title to this property
by virtue of a deed from Jerry Bennett and wife, Mary Bennett. dated July 19, 1999,and of
record in Deed Book 312,Page 7,in the office of the Marshall County Clerk.
The existing use of the improvements located upon the real property is that of a medical
office building, with x-ray capability,consisting of approximately 7,094 square feet, more
or less.
All Proposals/Bids shall be clearly marked on the outside as MCCH - 543 POWELL LANE SALE
- SEALED BID and submitted in writing upon the forms provided in the Request for Proposal and
Invitation to Bid to Mr. Jerry Penner, CEO, Murray-Calloway County Hospital,803 Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Request for Proposal and Invitation to Submit Sealed Bid packages may be obtained by contacting
Mr. Jerry Penner, CEO, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Telephone:(270)762-1102.The Request for Proposal and Invitation to Bid Package contains
the Bid form required for this sealed bid opening.

COUPON

STONE•LANG CO
tion
Hearing Rehabilita

'0 South 12th Street • Murra‘ KY • 1.800 949.5728
sosq

on 111P Ael" 311.1AL:% Ste..r(3rillg ..(1111

The Hospital reserves the right to accept the highest and best bid,to reject any and all bids,to waive
any informalities, to waive any technical non-compliance or to accept any bid as may be deemed
in the best interest of the Hospital, in its sole discretion. Any sale contemplated by this Request for
Proposal and Invitation to Submit Sealed Bid shall be subject to the approval of Hospital's Board of
Trustees for formalized acceptance of any such offer, in its sole discretion.
*0745
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Luck not always required when trying to survive tornadoes
Sy KELLY P. KISSEL
Associated Press

April 3-4, 1974, when 127 tornadoes killed 310, mostly in the
Ohio Valley.
The Tri-State tornado of
March 18, 1925, killed 695 people in Missouri, Illinois and Indiana, and since then the highest
death toll from a single storm is
158 at Joplin, Missouri, on May
22, 2011.
WHO'S MOST AT RISK?
The nation's midsection
and the Southeast see the most
storms, but some forecasters
don't like the term Tornado Alley because they prefer to make
the point that storms can form
anywhere. Tornadoes have been
reported in every state,including
Alaska.
Storm Prediction Center data
compiled in 2010 showed that,
in the previous 30 years, Texas
had the most storms, followed
by Kansas, Florida and Oklahoma. (Alaska had three.) Texas
had the greatest number of killer
tornadoes, too, followed by Arkansas,Tennessee and Missouri.
Among cities, more have occurred in Oklahoma City than
anywhere else — more than 100
since 1893.
BIG AND STRONG
A twister 2.6 miles wide

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— Strong storms including at
I4ast one tornado were moving
lllirough the Ohio River Valley
but Tuesday, a day after about
OA) dozen tornadoes were red across the Plains, inding deadly twisters that destroyed homes and overturned
vphicles in Oklahoma.
• Tornadoes are relatively
aammon this time of year in
14uts of the central U.S., though
lhe storms can strike in other lotittions and seasons if conditions
ate right. Here is some information about the nation's tornado
history and tips on staying safe:
' DEADLY DAYS
Advances in science and
communications have lengthened warning times over the
years, but even then the wrong
storm at the wrong place can kill
dozens or even hundreds.
The nation's worst tornado
outbreak was only five years
ago,on April 27-28, 2011, when
175 tornadoes killed 316 in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi,
Tennessee and Virginia. That series of storms surpassed those of

r

Report: Bullying is a serious public health problem

struck near El Reno, Oklahoma,
on May 31, 2013, with winds
measured at 290 mph about 500
feet above the ground. It was a
bit ilarger than a tornado that hit
Hallam, Nebraska, on May 22,
2004.
A May 3, 1999, storm that
later killed 36 people at Moore,
Oklahoma, had winds of about
302 mph at Bridge Creek, Oklahoma.
The wind speeds in these
storms were measured using
Doppler radar rather than traditional anemometers, which can
be swept away when directly hit
by a storm.
HOW TO STAY SAFE?
It's all about having a plan,
and start planning early if possible.
To begin, buy a weather radio, which carries alerts from
your local National Weather
Service office (and many models can be programmed to sound
an alert tone only if your area
is threatened.) You should also
clear a path to your basement or
a closet or interior room on the
lowest floor of your home. The
golden rule: Put as many walls
between you and the outside.•

By JENNIFER C. KERR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Zero-tolerance policies are ineffective in combating bullying, an
independent government advisory group says in urging schools
to take a more preventative approach that includes teaching
tolerance to address this "serious
public health problem."
In a report released Tuesday,
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine said bullying should no
longer be dismissed as merely
a matter of kids being kids. "Its
prevalence perpetuates its normalization. But bullying is not
a normal part of childhood," the
report said.
Schools, the researchers concluded, should end zero-tolerance policies that automatically
suspend students for bullying.
"There's no evidence that
they are impactful in a positive
way," said Catherine Bradshaw,
a professor and associate dean at
the University of Virginia, and
part of the committee that wrote
the report."They can actually do
more harm than good and in fact

GILLIAM TROMPSO
FURNITURE

TENT

Bears woke up hungry: Officials
advise securing food, scraps

Items in the Tent include Famous Name Brand Furniture:

Bassett, Fusion, Ashley, Lane, Southern Motion, Catnapper, Vaughan,
Legacy Classic, Standard Furniture AND MANY, MANY MORE!
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
— Kentucky officials say black
bears are wandering around
again after a winter in their dens
and are looking for food.
The Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources says hungry black bears are
roaming the mountains of southeastern Kentucky but may wander farther.
The agency says people can
resolve most issues with bears
by removing or securing sources of food such as garbage,food

scraps, pet food and bird feeders.
Residents in bear areas should
wait until the morning of pickup
before putting garbage out.
Fish and Wildlife bear program biologist John Hest says
even in May, natural foods are
still sparse and bears are looking
for something to eat. Feeding
bears is against Kentucky law.
Hast says bears that have
been fed by humans lose their
fear of people and may have to
be captured and destroyed. III

Paducah Police Department makes
two arrests in Graves County

END TABLES

ow-

Bullying behavior is seen as
don't provide the skill training or
replacement behaviors for youth early as preschool and peaks
that are suspended or expelled." during the middle school years,
The report also said zero-tol- the researchers said. The proberance policies may lead to an lem has morphed from the traunderreporting of bullying be- ditional bully-in-the-schoolyard
cause suspensions are perceived scenario to newer forms of electronic aggression, such as cyberas too punitive.
Frederick Rival'a, chairman bullying on social media sites.
The report said both bullies
of the committee and a professor
of pediatrics and epidemiology and their victims can suffer short
at the University of Washington, and long-term consequences, incautioned that bullying has last- cluding poor grades,anxiety and
ing negative consequences and depression.
cannot be ignored. "While there
A government report this
is not a quick fix or one-size-fits- month on school crime from the
all solution, the evidence clearly National Center for Education
supports preventive and inter- Statistics and the Justice Deventional policy and practice," partment suggested bullying is
he said.
down sharply from more than a
Programs that teach children decade ago. It found the percenthow to get along with one anoth- age of public schools reporting
er and what to do if they see kids bullying at least once a week dewho are being bullied, are more creased from 29 percent in 1999effective, Rivera said. Parents, 2000,to 16 percent in 2013-14.
too, can do their part, he said,
The National Academies was
by encouraging children to tell more cautious about trying to
them if they're being bullied, re- gauge the extent to which bullyporting it to the school or teach- ing is a problem across the couner and making sure their schools try. In its report, it said bullying
have effective anti-bullying pro- likely affects between 18 percent
grams in place.
and 31 percent of young people.
Another committee member, It had lower estimates for cySandra Graham, a professor at berbullying victims, saying it
UCLA, said schools need to be ranged from about seven to 15
more proactive in teaching tol- percent of youngsters.
erance. "We need to be able to
The committee also looked
learn to live and accept and get at the relationship between bulalong with people who are dif- lying and school shootings, but
ferent from us," she said.
concluded that the data are un"Bullies are often very popu- clear on the role of bullying as a
lar ... there are a lot of kids who factor or cause in the shootings.
bully to maintain their popular- It also found no causal link beity and social status, so schools tween being bullied and suicide.
need to be addressing that," Gra- •
ham added.

Staff Report
Two McCracken County residents were arrested in Graves
County after one of them reportedly stole a Chiz Cab van
and ran down a woman at 27th
and Clark streets in Paducah.
Shawn Roach told officers
he was driving a 2003 Kia Sedona van for Chiz Cab Friday
night and his friend, Shea R.
Hendrickson, 25, was riding
with him. He said he picked up
a female fare - later identified
as Sharmelvine A. Watson - at a
home in the 3000 block of Monroe Street, and a male fare - later identified as David Bumphus
- at a home in the 2500 block of
Clay Street.
Roach said the two passengers began arguing,and the male
passenger asked to be let out in
the area of 27th and Washington
streets. Roach said the female
passenger then turned her anger
toward Hendrickson and began
fighting with her. During the altercation, the female passenger
got into the driver's seat of the
van and fled the scene.
Roach said he and Hendrickson began chasing the van south

on South 27th Street, but it
turned around and began heading directly toward them. Roach
said Hendrickson
ran into a yard at 27th and
Clark streets, but the woman
driving the van followed her
into the yard and hit her, dragging her a short distance before
fleeing the scene.
Police issued a "BOLO"(be
on the look-out) for the stolen
van, and it was located by police in Mayfield just before 2
a.m. Saturday. Bumphus was
driving, and was arrested on the
charges listed above. Watson
was a passenger,and was arrested,as well.
In the van. Mayfield police found marijuana, a plastic
grinder, open beer cans and a
loaded .22-caliber revolver in
an open briefcase between the
driver and passenger seats. At
the Graves County Jail, a female jailer found marijuana
hidden on Watson's person, resulting in a charge of promoting contraband. Both Watson
and Bumphus remain in Graves
County Jail.•
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STORE HOURS:
EASY CREDIT
Your 3 1/2 Acre 'SUPER STORE'
'MONDAYTERMS
FRIDAY:
•24 MONTHS
9:00-6:00
INTEREST FREE
'SATURDAY:
'NO MONEY DOWN
FURNITURE
9:00-5:00
We Accept.
•SUNDAY:
cep mikr North of The Purchase Parkway On 4114. 12110
Mayfticl, Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or (270) 247-6620
CLOSED
j.4
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MALACHI:
Labrador Retriever Mix •
Eight Months • Male

OXFORD:
Tabby - Grey •
Seven Weeks • Male

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 270 759-4141
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SPORTS
PREP TENNIS: REGION 1 TOURNAMENT

Jones, Taylor state-bound for MHS
Staff Report
Kennedy Jones and Samantha Taylor just
pulled a magic trick that hasn't been seen in
this area in nearly a decade.
At the Region 1 Tennis Tournaments at
the Larry J Hefflin Center in Paducah, Ky.
Jones and taylor became the first duo at
Murray High to reach the State Tournaments
since 2007 by beating Allie Fiske and Abbey
Harrington (6-3,6-1) of Marshall County in
the quarterfinal round to advance as semifinalists to Lexington, Ky.
Despite losing to McCracken County in
the semi-finals, the Lady Tiger duo clinched
a bid.
Jones,a varsity team member since sixth
grade, has been ranked number one in singles since seventh grade.

After being ranked fourth in Region 1 in
doubles, Jones and Taylor showed worthy
of the hype. While other competitors from
Murray High and Calloway County were
disqualified in the quarterfinal rounds(mostly by a strong McCracken County bunch
expected to claim the state title) Talor and
Jones were there when the dust cleared.
For the past seven years, they've worked
towards this goal: now, they have a once in
a lifetime oppertunity in the palm of their
hands.
"This year Sam and I knew we had to
work very hard to win as many matches
as we could so we would have a chance to
be a ranked team at Regionals," Jones said
after the match. "The night of the drawings for Regionals I was so nervous and I
kept texting coach Brady Parks to see if he

knew anything and when he told me we
were ranked number four, I cried. Sam immediately called me so excited that we were
ranked."
Their mission to be ranked,is now a mission of making history...
"Year after year,I would lose in the quarterfinals and it got to the point where I never
zsc
= m5E
.R•z=
.
;
1=
thought I'd have the chance to go to state," •=1
.
'
•
Taylor added.
et •
•nit. :
"Kennedy has taught me how to truly
*4 a •
1114.4 44.
I
as
a
love the game of tennis. Our chemistry with
5.
1
0
1111111114
one another has gotten to the point where we ISU
gill
know exactly what the other one is thinking.
We work well on and off the court and how
Photo Provided
we are personally feeling always affects the
other one. I will always cherish the moment (From left): Samantha Taylor watches on as her doubles partafter the last point we scored to win the ner Kennedy Jones returns a hit during the Region 1 Tournamatch. I couldn't ask for a better partner." II ment on Tuesday. Taylor and Jones are the first doubles pair
to advance to the state tournament for Murray since 2007.
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MURRAY HIGH TIGERS FOOTBALL

MSU FOOTBALL

Pride
of
the
Program
Delahvonni Miles signs with Kentucky Wesleyan

Humphries
to staff
Manning
passing
Academy

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
For the last few seasons in Region 1,
there has been no debate as to the most
agile and diverse male athlete in the area.
As soon as the opposition spotted him,
he was gone.
Whether on the basketball court, the
track field or most notably on the iconic
Ty Holland football field, no young man
has dawned a Murray High Tigers jersey
quite like Deslahvormi Miles.
On Tuesday afternoon in the Murray
High Library, Kentucky Wesleyan officially snatched up one of the premiere
quarterbacks of the 2015 season, hoping
to turn him into a safety.
Adorned with a gold ring from the
2016 Kentucky Border Bowl game and
a grey hat, Miles signed a letter of intent to continue his football career to the
collegiate level with NCAA Division II
school Kentucky Wesleyan of the Great
Midwest Athletic Conference, a level he
spent all season long proving that he belongs in.
Referred to as "Vonni" by his teammates and class mates, Miles rushed for
2235 yards and 35 touchdowns his senior season as the Tigers quarterback,
while completing 2,057 passing yards
with 26 passing touchdowns and 202
receiving yards with four touchdown receptions.
While the statistical numbers resonate on their own power, Miles' character and unselfish charisma alone has had
college coaches gawking at the chance to
recruit him.
"I think he's going to have an immediate impact," Murray High head football coach Keith Hodge said. "It's been
such a pleasure to coach Vonni and see
the success he produced here."
Hodge explained that while Miles
was asked to perform many phases and
plays he wasn't familiar with during his
high school career (including the option
offense from 2015), he ran with it anyways.
"That's the sign of a true team player
with high character. Seeing what he has
accomplished in football and track has
set him up to be a competitor at the next
level," Hodge added.
So, what does the game of football
mean to Miles?
For a guy who just broke the Murray
High School record in the 4x100 relay
and won the 100m dash in the Area 1
Track and Field championships last

Staff Reports

BRYCE RUDD / Ledger & Times
Surrounded by his family, former Murray High quarterback Des'Jahvonni Miles elected to continue his football career
at Kentucky Wesleyan for the 2016 season. Miles rushed for 2,235 yards and 35 touchdowns his senior year.
weekend, it's farfetched to imagine him
being even better at another sport. However, that's the case and words could do
no form ofjustice in describing his bond
with the game of football.
"It's a game of passion and a game
of excitement. It's something I love to
show out at and it's something I can say
that I've excelled at," Miles said.
Looking to make an immediate impact as a freshman, Miles will be asked
to alter his role from a quarterback/receiver to a safety, but as he always has
on and off the field, Miles should have
no problem adapting to circumstance.
"If I work hard, I could definitely
see myself starting as a safety as easily

as this year. If things work out there and
they end up not needing me, then I can
change my role back to receiver. Hopefully it's one or the other," Miles said.
"Kentucky Wesleyan is a great place
and it has everything I love, but it starts
with the football field. It's something
that I love winning on and for some reason, I just always find myself in the end
zone or doing something big that I've
never done before," Miles said.
Like most of the Tiger greats that
have gone on to see their dreams lived
at the next level, the Universities the student athletes choose is largely dependent
upon the friendly atmosphere because it
reminds them of home, it reminds them

of Murray High.
Vonni's decision was no different
Tuesday afternoon.
"I like the family atmosphere of the
school and the coached pulled me in and
came to me day by day. They wanted
me. I can see myself going on to medical school from here as an Orthodontist,"
Miles said.
Though coach Hodge, Defensive Coordinator Tony Boone and the rest of the
coaching staff are certainly to be credited
for Mile's growth, it's his grandmother,
Dorice Miles, who has been there for all
of it: Even' practice. every came. even'

Senior quarterback KD Humphries has been invited to serve,
as a counselor at the prestigious
Manning Passing Academy this
summer.
The MPA, run by the Man-;
fling family, is one the of the
most elite football camps in the
country for student-athletes who
are eighth graders to seniors that
play quarterback, running back,
wide receiver or tight end.
The camp is also staffed by
some of the top college position
players in the nation as counselors. Of the 15 quarterbacks taken in the 2016 NFL Draft, nine
served as counselors last year,
including the No. 1 overall pick,
Jared Goff of California.
"I am very excited about the
opportunity the Manning's have
given KD," said head coach
Mitch Stewart. "I am also very
happy they get a chance to meet
a young man like KD. He is a
great ambassador for this program and an even better ambassador for the game of football."
Humphries is coming off
an incredible junior season in
which he led the nation in completions per game at 30.00,passing yards per game at 342.5 and
total passing yards at 3,778.
His 3,778 passing yards were
also a school single-season record, as was his 532 attempts.
Heading into the 2016 season,
Humphries has been referred to
by STATS.com "one of the top
FCS quarterback candidates for
the 2017 NFL Draft" and InsideThePylon.com has said that he
"might be the best [2017 NFL
Draft] prospect from [the FCS]."
The 2016 Manning Passing
Academy will take place June
23-26 at Nicholls State University in Thibodeaux, La.•
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- See MILES, Page 11A

MURRAY STATE SOFTBALL

Against the odds: Racers
seeking first OVC crown
MSU Sports Information
Murray State travels to Oxford, Alabama and Choccolocco Park this wcek for the 2016
OVC Softball Tournament.
This year marks the first year
of a two-year between OVC and
the city of Oxford to host the
tournament at the park's brandnew signature softball stadium.
It will be the first time the tournament has ever been hosted a
neutral site.
The eighth-seeded Racers
will open play in the tournament
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. against
the No. 1 seed Jacksonville

State.
The Racers clinched the final spot in the OVC tournament
with a series win at Austin Peay
last weekend.
MSU opened the series with
a 6-0 shutout of the Lady Goys
that saw Mason Robinson and
Amber Van Duyse combine to
allow just one hit over seven innings. In game two,Austin Peay
scored eight unanswered runs to
rally past the Racers 8-2.
On Sunday, with a tournament berth on the line Taylor
Odom and Jocelynn Rodgers
helped break up a 1-1 tie in the
fifth inning with back-to-back

home runs, as MSU picked up
the 6-1 victory.
Leah Kesel led MSU in the
three game series with a .667
average by notching two hits in
each of the three games. In the
circle, Mason Robinson was 2-0
with a 1.34 ERA and a 1.51 opponent's batting average. She
finished the week with eight
strikeouts and just three walks.
After losing both regular-season games to Jax State at
home this season, MSU enters
Tuesday with a razor thin margin in the all-time series at 11See RACERS,Page 11A

Staff Report

MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Shelby Miller celebrates after reaching
home plate in a 5-0 win against UT Martin. The Racers will
rely heavily on Miller as they take on top seeded Jacksonville State today at 5:30 p.m. in Oxford, Alabama.

While the Region 1 Tennis
Tournament found a way to play
itself out on Tuesday afternoon,
the baseball and softball teams
of Calloway County and Murray
were not as fortunate.
Not even close.
Along with heavy rain and
thunderstorm warnings around
the area, tornadoes spotted in
Marshall County and graves
County/Mayfield quickly cancelled virtually every game'
scheduled for last night.
While the conditions of most:
fields were poor from Monday
night's monsoon as it was, four
area road games were forced to
See ROUNDUP,Page 11A
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NBA MVP AWARD

NBA PLAYOFFS

The first unanimous MVP,
Steph Curry stands alone
The Associated Press

AP Photo
Oklahoma City Thunder guard Russell Westbrook (0)drives to the basket against San Antonio
Spurs guard Tony Parker during the first half in Game 5 of a second-round NBA basketball
playoff series, Tuesday, May 10, 2016, in San Antonio.

Thunder up: Westbrook
gives OKC 3-2 lead
The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO — Russell
Westbrook had 35 points, 11 rebounds and nine assists, and the
Oklahoma City Thunder rallied
in the fourth quarter to beat the
San Antonio Spurs 95-91 on
Tuesday night and take a 3-2
lead in the Western Conference
semifinals.
KeN in Durant added 23
points as the Thunder won for
send time in San Antonio
In the series. Oklahoma City can
ii-lose out the series Thursday in
;arne 6 at home.
Westbrook sealed the victos oh a three-point play with
11.3 seconds remaining. scoring
;After the -Spurs weren't able to
yOul him intentionally and he
li-o‘e for a layup while being

fouled.
Kawhi Leonard finished
with 26 points for San Antonio,
which lost at home once in the
regular season and has dropped
two straight there now.
The Thunder took a 92-90
lead with 54 seconds remaining on a pair of free throws by
Durant after Spurs guard Danny
Green fell into his legs when
he appeared to be tripped by
Steven Adams on an attempted
screen.
Tony Parker missed the second of free throws to make it to
92-91. Parker also missed a 12foot jumper.
Westbrook settled in after
an erratic first half in which he
committed six of the Thunder's
13 first-half turnovers. He only
had two turnovers after half-

OAKLAND,Calif. — From
the jaw-dropping half-court
heaves that somehow sink
through the net to the dazzling
drives and zippy passes from
every which way, Stephen Curry's desire to keep getting better
while always trying to entertain
at every stop has the Golden
State superstar being mentioned
right along with the best ever,
Michael Jordan and Magic
Johnson.
And he just turned 28. There
might still be so much more for
the 6-foot-3, baby-faced point
guard whose ability to make it
on the big NBA stage was initially questioned by some.
On Tuesday, Curry accomplished something those former
greats never did: He became
the first unanimous NBA MVP,
earning the award for the second
straight season after leading the
defending champion Warriors
to a record-setting season.
"I never really set out to
change the game. I never
thought that would happen in
my career," Curry said. "What

I wanted to do was just be my.self. I know it inspires a lot of
the next generation,a lot of people who love the game of basketball to value the skill of it,
value the fact that you can work
every single day to get better.
You've got to be able to put the
time and the work. That's how I
got here, that's how I continue
to get better every single day.
Curry is the 11th player in
league history to be voted MVP
in consecutive seasons and the
first guard since Steve Nash in
2004-05 and 2005-06. Curry
received 1310 points from the
130 media voters from the U.S.
and Canada.
"I couldn't imagine anybody
not voting him first, and yet
there always seems to be somebody who has to stand out."
Coach of the Year Steve Kerr
said.
Curry's teammate Draymond
Green was seventh.
Nash, Golden State's player
development consultant, was on
hand to congratulate Curry.
"It's been weird, I haven't
had to say a word to him. It's
been the easiest job," Nash said.

Nick
—
PITTSBURGH
konino put a rebound past Bra'den Holtby 6:32 into overtime
to gis e the Pittsburgh Penguins
ti 4-3 win over the Washington Capitals on Tuesday night
to wrap up the hotly contested
Eastern Conference semifinal in
is games.
; The Capitals rallied from a
three-goal deficit over the filial 22 minutes of regulation.
put Bonino's second goal of
the playoffs sent the Penguins
io the Eastern Conference final
ag.ainst Tampa Bay.
Holtby made the initial stop
on Carl Hagelin but Bonino,
camped right outside the crease,

handshake line has ended with
tapped in the winner.
Washington forward Jay Pittsburgh celebrating while
Beagle made a remarkable save Washington trudges toward the
from his belly in front of the offseason.
The Presidents' Trophy winnet on Patric Homqvist early in
overtime but there was no stop- ners avoided elimination with a
solid 3-1 win in Game 5 but the
ping Bonino's tap-in.
Phil Kessel scored twice for Penguins — who squandered
Pittsburgh and Hagelin added a 3-1 series leads in the 2011
and 2014 playoffs — preached
goal for Pittsburgh.
Rookie Matt Murray made patience and pointed to their
36 saves as the Penguins contin- remarkable resiliency under
ued their playoff mastery over Mike Sullivan, who took over
in mid-December.
the Capitals.
Pittsburgh ended the regular
T.J. Oshie, Justin Williams
and John Carlson scored during season as the hottest team in
Washington's comeback, but it the league and has now cruised
through two rounds by relying
wasn't enough.
Nine times the longtime ri- on the depth GM Jim Rutherford
vals have met in the playoffs. cultivated behind stars Sidney
Eight times the post-series Crosby and Evgeni Malkin. NI
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Submitted Photo
(From left) : Heath Walls, MHS assistant principal, Linda Arakelyan, 2016 All Resilient Team
member, and Teresa Speed, MHS principal. Arakelyan joined 24 other student athletes in
receiving the awar throughout the state of Kentucky.

Linda Arakelyan named
to All-Resilient Team
Special to the Ledger

ient Team, from Kentucky high
schools throughout the state.
Murray High School Varsi- The team was honored at the
ty Soccer and Track and Field recent Kentucky high school's
team member, was named an athletic director's annual meetAll-Resilient Team recipient.
ing.
Powered by the Kentucky
In Arakelyan's nomination
National Guard Career Oppor- letter, Speed explained the extunities, the All-Resilient award tenuating circumstances that
celebrates high school male and have reflected Arakelyan's refemale student-athletes who silience after completing her
overcome adversity on their soccer season despite being
path to success.
diagnosed in August with a
The adversity could be an non-cancer brain cavernous.
injury, a disability, a difficult The cavernous was severe
family or health circumstance, enough it caused bleeding on
or in simple terms, an obstacle the brain, headaches, vomiting,
in their path that might derail seizures, loss of consciousness
and other neurological probsomeone who is less resilient.
Nominated by Teresa Speed, lems.
After brain surgery at Le
MHS principal, Arakelyan
joined the team of 25 young Bonhuer Children's Hospital
male and female student-ath- in Memphis, Tenn., the end of
letes chosen for the All-Resil- August, she returned to school

Sept. 7 with staples in her head
and a great attitude.
After slowly stepping back
with the team and practicing,
she was released in time to play
at the All A State Tournament in
Frankfort.
Currently, she is participating with the MHS 2016 Track
and Field team, participating in
100 meter dash,200 meter dash,
four by one and four by two
competitions for the state title.
Speed said Arakelyn is truly a resilient young lady. "She
exemplifies what it means to
spring back into shape after recovering from brain surgery and
continuing on despite this obstacle."
Arakelyn is the proud
daughter of Narine Badasyan
and Scott Pickens, Murray.
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NOCSN —
at West Ham

time.
Westbrook was 12 for 27
from the field in scoring a personal series high.
Besides scoring at least
28 points for the fourth time
in the series, the electrifying
point guard had four offensive
rebounds and two steals in 39
minutes.
The aggressive defense that
brought Oklahoma City back
into the series after an embarrassing Game 1 loss continued
Tuesday night. The Thunder
bodied the Spurs on the wings
and then collapsed fully when
San Antonio attempted to attack
the lane.
Green added 20 points,going
6 for 9 shooting on 3-pointers.
LaMarcus Aldridge also had 20
points but shot just 6 for 20.•

Penguins edge Capitals

WAIN
Callowal

Network
Conference,
at N.Y.

ALL-RESILIENT TEAM

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS

The Associated Press

Curry is the first two-time
MVP in franchise history, and
Wilt Chamberlain (1959-60) is
the only other Warriors winner.
After guiding Golden State
to its first championship in 40
years, Curry & Co. took that
success even further to finish
with 73 regular-season wins to
top the mark set by the 1995-96
Chicago Bulls team that went
72-10.
In a stunning overtime performance Monday night, Curry showed exactly how he can
take over a game in a matter
of seconds. He returned from a
sprained right knee to score 40
points — and 17 in overtime —
in a 132-125 win at Portland to
put his team up 3-1 in the Western Conference semifinals.
"I want to be remembered
as somebody that worked hard,
that got the most out of my potential and talent and pushed
the envelope," Curry said. "I
never really expected to change
the game or spark a new way to
play the game, because that's
the way I know how to play,
and that's what was in me back
when I was 5."•

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO:
pressomurrayledger.com
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE - Equal Opportunity Employer
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AREA SCHEDULE
PREP &4613AL1
6 p.m.
moray Hituat
oate
klayfield (naiad out)
at Paducah St Mary (rain)
Cillaway
SOFTBALL

sao

Calloway County at Hicionan Comity (rain)
money High at Paduati St. 141711N
rair)
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS
4:30 p.m.
Region 1 Championships, at McCracken CourtHl School (Jones/law &Nance to state)
Todays Gaines
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
5:30 p.m.
Ohio Alley Conference quarterfinal: No. 8
Murray State vs No. 1 Jacksonville State, at
Oxford, Ala
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS TENNIS
4:30 p.m.
Region 1 Championships, at Paducah

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
MLB
9 p.m
FSMW -St Louis at LA Angels
MLB - N.Y. Mets at LA. Dodgers or Toronto
at San Francisco
NBA
6 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs, Eastern Conference, semifinals, Game 5, Atlanta at Cleveland Of necessary)
Time TEA
TNT - Playoffs, Western Conference, semifinals, Game 5, Oklahoma City at San Antonio
NHL
Time TEA
Network TEA - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern
Conference, second round, Game 6, Washington
at Pittsburgh (if necessary)
Tina TEA
Network TBA - Stanley Cup Payoffs, Eastern
Conference, second round, Game 6, Tampa Bay
at N.Y. Islanders fit necessary)
SOCCER
1:40 p.m.
NBCSN-Premier League, Manchester tinned
at West Ham United

From Page 9A
10.
However,in the OVC Tournament, the Racers have beaten
JSU once in each of the last two
seasons and are now 3-2 against
them at the event.
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Scouting The Gamecocks
The Gamecocks finished the
OVC season at a perfect 26-0
and will enter Tuesday at 37-14
overall and on a 17-game win
streak.
tiax State currently leads theOVC in six different categories
including batting average at
313,which is also the 42nd best
in the nation. Ella Denes is currently batting .a team-high .393
to go along with other teamhighs of 41 runs, 17 doubles,21
walks and 38 RBIs.
In the circle, the Gamecocks
have a 2.88 team ERA and their
extremely deep bullpen, which
features five pitchers with at
least 10 appearances each and
three with at least 20, is led
by Whitney Gillespie and her
OVC-leading 0.95 ERA, the
sixth lowest in the country. She
has also struck out 98 batters
this season and is limiting opponents to a .153 average.
Weather Forecast
The weather for most of the
week in Oxford will be sunny with temps in the lo-to-mid
80's. The only blemish will be
thunderstorms Thursday evening and showers Friday morning.
In Saturday's second game

ANINCAll L▪ EAGUE
East COMM=
W
L
Pot
Baltimore
18
12 .600
Boston
17
13 .567
Tampa Bay
15
14 .517
Toronto
16
17 .485
New York
11
17 .393
Central Dsion
W
L
Pct
Chicago
22
10 .688
Cleveland
15
13 .536
Kansas City
15
15 .500
Detroit
14
16 .467
Minnesota
8
23 .258
West Division
W
L
Pet
Seame
18
13 .581
Texas
18
14 .563
Oakland
14
18 .438
Los Angeles
13
18 .419
Houton
12
20 .375
Saturday's Raub
N.Y. Yankees 8, Boston 2
Oakland 8, Baltimore 4
L.A. Dodgers 6, Toronto 2
Texas to. Deleon 5
Kansas City 7, Cleveland 0
Baltimore 5. Oakland 2
Chicago Wnite Sox 7, Minnesota 2
Seattle 3, Houston 2,10 innings
Tampa Bay 4, LA Angels 2
Sunday's Results
LA Dodgers 4, Toronto 2
Cleveland 5, Kansas City 4
Texas 8, Detroit 3
Baltimore 11, Oaklancl 3
Chicago White Sox 3, Minnesota 1
Houston 5,Seattle 1
Tampa Bay 3, L.A. Angels 1
Boston at N.Y. Yankees, late
Monday's Results
N.Y. Yankees 6, Kansas City 3
Washington 5, Detroit 4
Boston 14, Oakland
Chicago White Sox 8, Texas 4,12 innings
Baltimore at Minnesota, ppd.
Houston 7, Cleveland 1
Seattle 5, Tampa Bay 2
Toronto 3, San Francisco 1
Tuesday's Restate
Detroit 5, Washington 4
N.Y. Yankees 10, Kansas City 7

GB
1
7Y1
311
6
GB
5
6
7
1314
GB
54
41i
5
614

WNW lb WNW 5
CNN.Wbb $e.it leas,no
Winn at Aftaimalm lab
Cbsalind 4, Nowa=0
St Lads it Lk Mg*,Ms
Turps Bey at Saabs,11110 late
Toronto it San Francisco, lete
Teday's Gams
Baltimore (Mon 1-1) at Minnesota (Hughes
1-51,110
1S
Sat &Mos 5-01 at Texas giamels
4Ctaro6 p.a.
Cleveland (Samar 3-2) at Houston (Fader 3-3),
2:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Archer 2-4) at Saabs Main 2-4,
3:40 p.m.
trent°(Woman 4-0)it San Francisco(Burnertar 4-2),145 p.m.
Odeoll(21mmormann 5-1) at Wasiingion (Scherzo( 3-23, 705 p.m.
Kansas Clty(Ventura 2-3) at N.Y Yankees(PIMI'
1-3), 716 p.m.
Oakland(Swamp 0-2) at Boston (Purcell() 5-1),
7:10 p.m.
St. Louis (Garcia 2-2) at LA Angels (Shoemaker
1-4), 10:05 pm.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DivIsion
W
L
PM GB
New York
19
11
.633
Washington
19
12 .613
14
PhearisipMa
18
14 .563
2
Miami
18
14 .533
3
Atlanta
7
23 .233
12
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Chicago
24
6 .800 Pittsburgh
17
14 .548 7Vi
St Louis
16
16 .500
9
Milwaukee
13
18 .419 1114
Cincinnati
13
19 .406
12
West Wilton
W
I
Pct GB
Los Angsies
16
15 .516 San Francisco
17
16 .515 Colorado
15
16 .484
1
Arizona
15
18 .456
2
San Diego
13
19 .406 3/
1
2
Saturday's Results
LA Dodgers 6, Toronto 2
St Louis 6, Pittsburgh 4
Chicago Cubs 6, Washington 5
San Francisco 2, Colorado 1, 13 innings
Arizona 4, Atlanta 2
Milwaukee 13, Cincinnati 7,10 innings
Philadelphia 4, Miens 3
N.Y. Metz 6, San Diego 3
Sunday's Results
LA Dodgers 4, Toronto 2
Milwaukee 5, Cincinnati 4
Philadelphia 6, WWI 5
Arizona 5, AtIwts 3, 11 innings
Pittsburgh 10,St Louis 5
Chicago Cubs 4, Washington 3,13 innings
Colorado 2, San Francisco 0
N.Y. Mats 4, San Diego 3
Mondlys results
Washington 5, Detroit 4
Cincinnati 3, Pittsburgh 2
Miami 4, MN/ultra 1
San Diego at Chicago Cubs, pcid
Arizona 10, Colorado 5
N.Y. Metz 4, LA. Dodgers 2
Toronto 3, San Francisco 1

Tasellars Results
Dan 5, Washington 4
Maisaidise 10,Mena 2
2
nuIitClectinill
eurime

%MVO

Mawsit Webb lias
St. Laiit LA.AN.Miala
N.Y. Mak*L& Dodson lats
Toronto it Sin Frinalan Mb
laday's gams
San Diego(an 3-1) at Chicago Cubs (Hendricks
2-2), 1705 p.m.
Arizona (Ray 1-2) at Colorado (Bettis 3-2), 3:10

tnerinronto
(Seaman 4-0)at San Francisco(Bumper4-2), 3:45 p.m.
Detroit (21ffirnermenn 5-1)at Washington (Scherzo/ 3-2),706 pm.
MiPariumi (Anderson 1-4) at Miami (Chen 2-1),
7:10 pm
Philadelphia (Eickhoff 1-4) at Atlanta (Chacin
1-2), 7:10 p.m.
Pttlabagli Plano 3-1) at Cincinnati (Albertan
1-0),7:10 p.m.
San Diego (Pomeranz 3-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Lackey 4-1), 805 p.m.
St Louis (Garcia 2-2) at LA Angels (Shoemduor
1-4), 10:05 p.m.
NI lets (Syndergaard 2-2) it LA Dodgers
(Maeda 3-1), 10110 p.m.

PRO HOCKEY
STAPILFf CUP PLAYOFFS
SECOND ROUND
(Baal-W-7;
necessary)
EA.STERN CONFBIBICE
Tampa Boy 4, NY.islanders 1
April 27: N.Y. Minden 5,Tamps Bay 3
April 30: Tanipa Bay 4, NY islanders 1
May 1 Tempe Bay 5, NY Islanders 4,01
May 6: Tamps Bay 2, NY Islanders 1,01
May 8; Tierce Bay 4, WY Islanders 0
Pittsburgh 3,Washinglan 2
April 28: Washington 4, Platburgh 3,01
April 30: PM/burgh 2, WasiWigton 1
May a Pittsburgh 3, Washington 2
May 4: Pittsburgh 3, WasNrigton 2,01
May 7: Washington 3, Pittsburgh 1
Today Washington at Pit.ftur 7 p.m.
x -Thursday: Pittsburgh at Washington,TBA
WESTall CONFERBICE
St Labs 3, Dales 3
April 29: Dallas 2, St Louis 1
May 1. St Loris 4, Delia 3, OT
May 3: St Louis 6, Dallas 1
May 5: Dallas 3, St. Louis 2, OT
May 7: St Louis 4, Dallas 1
Monday Dallas 3, St LOWS 2
0-Wednesday. St LOUIS at Dallas, TBA
San Jose 3, Kashvilis 3
April 29. San Jose 5, bashalie 2
May 1: San Jose 3, Nashville 2
May 3: NastwIlle 4, San Jose 1
May 5: Nashville 4, San Jose 3.301
May 7: San Jose 5, Nashville 1
Monday Nashville 4, San Jose 3
0-Thursday Nashville at San Jose, TBA

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE SEMIRNALS
(Best-or-7; a-if necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland 4, Atlanta 0

cancel and, with less that two
weeks remaining in the regular
season,it's unlikely that any will
get made up. Here are the games
that were cancelled on Tuesday:

Calloway County/ St. Mary
The Lakers came into Tuesday with a 7-19 record, hav-

ing lost 15 of their previous 17
games after such a promising
start to the season. The Lakers
are down to four games in the

AUTO RACING
'OSCAR
Sprint Cup-GoBowling 400 Results
Saturday's Results
At Kansas Speedway
Kansas City, Kart
Lap length: 1.5 nibs
(Starting position in parsabens)
1.(6) Kyle But,Toyota, 267
2.(26) Kevin Harvica Chevrolet, 267.
3.(4) Kurt Busch, Chevrolet, 287
4.(2) Matt Kenseth, Toyota, 267
5.(7) Ryan Blaney Ford, 267.
& (17) Austin Dillon, Chevrolet, 267.
7.(8) Ryan Newman, Chevrolet, 267.
8.(29) Al Anmendinger, Chevrolet,262
9.(13) Chase Elliott , Chevrolet, 287.
10.(5) Brad Keselowski, Ford, 267.
11.(12) Can Edwards, Toyota, 267
12.(16)Tony Stewart, Chevroiet, 267
13.(9)Ricky Stonhouse Jr, Ford, 267
14.(1) Marlin hum Jr, Toyota, 267.
15.(22) Dale Earnhardt Jr, Chevrolet, 267
16.(27)/Casey Kahne, Chevrolet, 267.
17.(15) Jimmie Johnson, Chevrolet, 267
18.(19)Mc Nmirola, Ford, 265
19.(33) Clint Bowyer, Chevrolet, 265.
20.(23) Denica Patrick Chevrolet, 265.
21.(31) Casey Mears, Chevrolet, 265
22.(28) Bnan Scott , Ford, 2E6.
23(32)Regan Smith, Chevrolet, 265
24.(25) Chris Buescher , Ford, 265.
25.(10)Trevor Bayne, Ford, 264.

SPORTS HISTORY
MAY 11
1973- The New York Knicks win the NBA title
in live games wtth a 102-93 victory over the Los
Angeles takers.
1997-Ato Boiclon speeds to a mark of 9.89
seconds in the 100 meters at the Modesto Relays, becoming the sixth man in history to go
faster than 9.90 seconds.
2001 -The XFL folds after one season. The
football league, founded by the World Wrestling

MIS LEADERS
aat inaludad
LEAIRIE
BATTING-Diaz, St. Louis, .396; Prado,
.301 Muir% leashinatan, .386; Bran bilhed.
Ms, .367; back, Mb* .340; FOVIIIII.
pi Qicas 011
.341:k SSW*, M201111. .3:11t Merit
.336; Lamy, ANkraulum .327; Bea San From
deco,.327.
RUISS-Arenado, Colorado, 27; Pane, Chicago,
26; NMI& avow,24; Diaz, St Louis, 23; Bryint Chicago, 23; Sary,Colorado, 23; Mcbachen,
Pittsburgh, 21; Gonzales. Colorado, 21, Piscotty,
St Louie 21; Harper, Washington, 21, Zotaisli
Chicago, 21; Rendon, Washington, 21
RBI-Cosmiciss, New York, 30., Arenetio, Coal:
ratio, 29; Film Chicago,28; Harper,WhIngto
27, Zobriat Chicago, 25; Braun, labs/newt
Story, Color, 24; Stribb Nana 24;
San Francisco,24; Kew OW Diego, 23.
•
HITS-Murphy,
46, Segura,
ma
Mina, 44, Marts, Plitibritodelgy.Prado,
SL Louie
40, Braun, Milviaukse,
Gonzalez, Colorado, Slt Anniiit, Colorado, 311;
Dbz, St Loire,
Mlliburith. 37. •
DOUBLES-tasrts,
13,
Chicago, 13, Murphy,
12 Dr
;
i
Louis, 11; Marimba,PM" 1; Conlorl
York, 11; Lamb, Artnins, lb Wort,
10; Pans, Colorado, 10; Carib Mikei;1747X
Poianco,Pittsburgh, 10.
•
TRIPLES-Blanco, San Francisco, 3; Pan*
San Francisoo, 3; Sbn Colorado, 3; Pemba, An
trona, 3; Belt, San Ff111011CO, 3,*Mk
Z Bruce, Cincinnati, Z Ozna, Wm,21
Arizona. Z Dietrich, Miami, 2; Gordon, Miami,
Puig, Las Angeles,Z Fowler, Chicago, 2; Hernandez,Philadelphia, 2; Carpenter,St Louis,Z Duff%
San Francisco, 2; liazelbsiux, St Louis, Z Ubs
Los Angeles,Z Granclerson, New York, 2; MINOS
2.
WisZrit.
RUNS-Aronado, Colorado, 13, Cospales, New York, 11, Story, Colorado, 11, Rind
Chicago, 10; Stanton, Miami, 10; Carter, Milwaukee, 10; Harper, Washington, 10; Walker, New
York, 9; Kemp, San Diego, 8; Castillo, Arizona, 7;
Duda, New York, 7; Moss, St Louis, 7: Howard,
Philadelphia, 7; Braun, Milwaukee, 7.
STOLEN BASES-Marta, Pittsburgh, 8; Yillar,
Milwaukee, A, Hamilton, Cincinnidi, 7; Fowler,
Chicago, 6; Gordon, Miami, 6; Upton Jr., San COego, 6; Herrera, Philadelphia, 5; Lehlanieu, Colorado, 5; Parra, Colorado, 5; Change Arizona, 5,
Harrison, Pittsburgh, 5; Harper, Washir=urg.
PITCHING--Arneta, Chicago, 6-0;
Washington,5-0, Burngarner,San Francisco, 4-2;
Nelson, Milwaukee, 4-2. Velasquez, Philadelphia,
4-1; Matz, New tons, 4-1, Hammel,Chicago, 4-0;
Chatwood, Colorado, 4-3, Cueto, San Francisco,
4-1; Kershaw, Los Angeles,4-1; Lackey, Chicago,
4-1.
STRIICEOUTS-Kershaw, Los Angeles, 64;
Bumgarner, San Francisco, 55; Syndergaard,
New York, 40; Nola, Philadelphia, 49; Strasburg.
Washington, 47; Fernandez, Miami, 47; Scheaer.
Washington, 46; Velasquez, Philadelphia 44.

Larim

'Closing In On The Crown
Shelbey Miller currently has
224 career hits and sits just three
behind the all-time leader Mo
Ramsey, who has 227. Miller is
currendy averaging 1.1 hits per
game and has at least two games
left in her MSU career.
Getting Over The Hump
Under head coach Kara
Amundson, the Racers have
won their first two games of the
OVC Tournament in each of her
three seasons.
However, despite the early momentum, MSU would go
on to lose their next two games
each year, or in the case of the
rain-shortened 2014 event just
one,and were eliminated.
A History Lesson
The Racers are 9-11 all-time
in the OVC tournament and
have now qualified for the even
in each of their seven seasons of
existence. Under Kara Amundson, MSU is 6-5 in the postseason and 1-0 in extra-inning
games.•

have come up for Mile's potential replacement, but none more
than sophomore Michael Parks.
From Page 9A
As a potential heir to the
throne on a 7-5 Murray High
play,every down and every inch, team that many feel undershe hasn't blinked once.
achieved in 2015,
"She's definitely pushed me
Parks has already been
no matter what, knowing she prepped by Miles to take the
would support me in whatever it next step, while Vonni takes his.
is. She would always tell me that
"I've talked to Michael about
she would show up to watch me stepping up, even last season
when I walked on the floor and when I was the quarterback. He
when I walked off. She's always knows that anything can happen
been there for me," Miles added. and he can't let any one come in
The question then immedi- and take his job," Miles said.
Kentucky Wesleyan College
ately comes to mind, one that
eventually had to surface this is located in Owensboro, Kenoffseason for the Murray High tucky and is the founding memTigers. What's next?
ber of the 0-MAC Conference.
In search of a new quarter- The Panthers are coached by
back, more than a few names Brent Holsclaw.

From Page 9A

alp

mese by WC,ins a TV

Solidly Second
Despite turning one double
play last weekend, the Racers
remain second nationally in the
category at 0.65, behind UCLA's 0.75. MSU,however,does
have a solid lead over the third
place team, Utah,at 038.
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against Austin Peay, Mason
Robinson streak of 382 consecutive scoreless innings came
to an end. The streak ran for
two whole weeks and began in
the second inning of game one
against Jacksonville State.
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the season series on the road.

to Murray 6-1 and have seven
games remaining on the season.

Murray / St. Mary
The Lady Tigers (1 8- 1 1 - 1)
are down to two only games left
in

the regular season. II

TO RECEIVE THIS FRIDAY THE 13TH OFFER stop in, call or mail in the coupon
to the Murray Ledger & Times.
PO Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

schedule before playing Murray
High in the District 4 semifinals.
Murray/Mayfield
The Tigers (17-6) defeated
Mayfield Monday night 8-3, but
will not get a chance to sweep
Calloway / Hickman Co.
The Lady Lakers (10-16) are
fresh off a Crosstown defeat

&Hood
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May 2: Cleveland 104,1blanta 93
Nay 4: Ciovimand 123,Pam*91
Mrs G. Cleveland 121, Alma 1la
May 8. Cleveland 100,MIAs19
99aid Ilmalla 2
May 3: Mimi 102,lona01 CIT
May 5: Toronto 96, MOM 51,01
May?: Toronto 96, NNW 111
Monday Mara likliliants Si, OT
Wednesday: Obi Mbale,7 p.m.
x-Frlday Toronto al Milli,711411L
a-Sunday UMW atlbeala,
MUM 001M111111111
San AMIN,2,Oldsliabs1Wai
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92
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x-Nadir 1199 MINN at OWL C19.7:30 p.m
(-Sunder Oliblema
at Sot ArAseio, TBA
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May 1: Golden OM 118,Palma 1011
May 3: NSW Was 110,Parlied N
May 7: NOM 120,GOON II*1011
Monday'.
en MO itPM.lila
1-1999.1loptREIMdello110,9.30 p.m.
z-Fildlir Golden Stab at Portend, or 9:30 p.m
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Murra

Prevent
Cervical
Cancer

with th, Right Test
at the Right Time

Screening tests can find abnormal
cells so they can be treated before
they turn into cancer.
• The Pap test looks for changes in cells on the
cervix that could turn into cancer if left untreated.
The human papillomavirus(HPV) test looks
for the virus that causes these cell changes.
The onlij cancer the Pap lest screens for is cervical.

PV is a very common
virus, passed from one
person to another during sex.

HPV
is the
main cause
of cervical
cancer.

Most people get it, but it usually
goes away on its own.

r

, If HPV doesn't go away, it

can cause cancer
NOTIC
given th.
AGE, L
content
and 32
satisfy
RGL Sto

Most women don't need a Pap test even) year!
Have your 1st Pap test when you're

All sale
cash or.
due at
sales. P
take po
purchas
day of
sale wit
for cont
on May
9:00 AM
4th Stre:
AM for c,
32,407 Murray I

If your test results are normal, you can wait
3 years for your next Pap test.
..-immisparimargamunerarrasto
HPV-tests aren't recommended for screening women under 30.

When you turn

3you

have a choice:
GRE

If your test results are normal,
get a Pap test every 3 years.
OR
Get both a Pap test and an HPV test every 5 years.

65

Week
Sat.
Flowen
han

Your cervix was removed
during surgery for a
non-cancerous condition
like fibroids.

You're older than
and have had normal
Pap test results for
many years.

'the cervix is the

lower, narrow end of
the uterus(womb) that
connects the uterus
to the vagina
(birth canal)

•
.•
Malf he' 1111.11
1140 VIVOINIIOW P
COr• Nia••••.nof
tIn. •
Cia f Mtn Cit.( 141( t

••

Call

,fir
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'VW
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•••• Iaril, I1
"te. I
2
/

nrworeeng Iseennell
wrs

•tr

4 '1 .1,

i.e f

•

- CDC

y 'Lin ealth Department at(270)753-3381 to see if you
are eligible for low-cost cervical cancer screenings.

Funds for this project were provided by the National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early
Detection Program.
#1214
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HONOR OUR
HEROES THIS
MEMORIAL DAY.

HAPP9 AIRAMINUAI DAY

CLASSIFIEDS

Art
Set ad below.

See ad below
To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email
classifiedit•murrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927
020

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Notice
100% grass fed bee
and non gmo pastured
port Sold by the cut
USDA inspected. Large

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
classified@ murrayiedger.com

selection of products
including bone in rib
free

nitrate

eyes,

summer

bacon,

sausage, porter house,
brats, kabobs, no msg
sausage, and

much

REQUEST for Quote
KATE Tombaugh's
Voice Studio is now
accepting new
students for summer/
fall 2016. Rates are
$15 for half-hour, $25
for forty-five minute
sessions.
To contact Kate, and
learn more information
please visit her
website
www katetombaugh corn

more.
II 111'419 AN' At)

pal me rfarm sb eef.corn

810.00 Column Inch.60% Diecount 2nd Rua,
40% Discount3rd Run.
(All 3 Ms Must Run Witiutt 6 Day Period) _$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
11.11\11k
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words$.30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st4.4,,Wh Fie,•

Stacie Palmer
270-227-1614
ADVERTISERS art:
requested to check
the first insertion of

• Now Climate Cora,.
Available
•:,4 7 Surveilance
Pest Control

their ads for any

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
370 IFir, C122
:

error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be

010

NOTICE is hereby
given that RGL STORAGE, LLC will sell the
contents of Units 17
and 32 storage units to
satisfy rents due to
RGL Storage, LLC.

immediately so
corrections can be

Call us, well be
glad to help.

made.

BRICK laborers need
ed. Must have trans
portation and drivers
license. 270-489-2790,
leave message.
NMI Wanted

Help Watikl
All sales will be for
cash or personal check
due at the close of the
sales. Purchaser must
take possession of the
purchased items on the
day of the saie. The
sale will be conducted
for contents of unit 17
on May 17, 2016 at
9:00 AM at 450 south
4th Street and at 9:10
AM for contents of Unit
32, 407 Sunbury Circle,
Murray KY 42071

Help Wanted

060

060

MURRAY-CALLO WAY
County Parks seeks
seasonal lifeguards
All lifeguards must be
at least 15-years-old
and certified. Apply in
person at 900 Payne
Street, Murray, KY.

Ma* Eilpf Niko*I*Clg, Mo.Mem&I Amy17

EEO.

Employee Owned Company
Opening at the Murray Location For:
Delivery Truck Driver
Must have a Commercial Driver's License

Accepting
NOW
Applications for full
time teachers experience a plus at Lily Pad
Center.
Learning
Please apply in person.
at 701 S 4th St.

Heavy Lifting Required

7,44,
WER
POTTS'

'Full-Time Position

NOW hiring experihostess,
enced
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help. Apply
in person at 110 South
5th St.Call ahead, 270227-1941

'Health & Life Insurance
'Paid Vacation & Holidays

276-41111-2751

'Employee Stock Ownership Plan

GREENHOUSE
HOURS:

Pick up an Application at

Weekdays 1-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-4 pm
Floweri, tomato plants
hanging baskets
1107 Potts Road
(ell 270 293 6882

Cole Lumber Company Inc.
500 South 4th Street

Hiring
NOW
and
Management
Crew. Starting pay up
to $8.50hr.
applyzaxbys.com

Murray, KY 42071
'NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE'

LAO
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Nodce

Legal
Notice

0'0

010

010

010

PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,'
AND
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON THE VOTING MACHINES
THE
FOR
COUNTY
Y
CALLOWA
IN
LISHED
PRECINTS
THE
IN
PAPER BALLOTS
2016.
17,
MAY
,
PRIMARY ELECTION

A
....

1st CiagrossIssal askitt
WINED STATES SENATOR
(vol.ter One)
Nil Jews R.

GOULD
EM
En

pg111111101111T
atSee UNITED STATES
ems.Iter Orkel

NE %Wen 3.
O'MALLEY

Stephen Howard
SLAUGHTER

NE

mii

hese A CAUGHEY JR.

mill

Arson BATTS
Jeans R.COMER

ALL PRECINCTS

SECURITY

rim Alarm lietettu.
• Nodding Atvotot Control*
• %lava Sorvoilloner
James C Gaillmore, Owner

• itunittif &

270-759-0890

GECMURRAY.COM

Simard 'Swale"
SANDERS
Meg
CUNTON

i

4 MIEZ=T1
'UNCOMMITTED'

M
iitrtlID STATESIMO=
(Vele rat Owe,
IINI Jim GRAY
•
Ss

•
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I
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••••••••••• 4.101

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

060
Hip Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mumiyledgencorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the joNietsvork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
Drivers
hour.
an
License required. Call
between the hours of
Sam - 10am. 270-9787157.

PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058

1511 Donelson
Parkway
Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Send your graduate a congratulatory message to be
featured in the Class of2016 special publication!

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted. EOE

School:
Graduate's Name:
Message:

140
Want to Buy

Name of Payee:
9

Cash paid for good, I
used guns

FULL TIME NURSE
PRACTITIONER
OR PHYSICIANS
ASSISTANT
POSITION
Full time board
certified Family Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Assistant
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may send resume to:

A

Phone:

H&H Guns

$10 FOR 20 WORDS DtADUNL 5 PM,ON MAY 16

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

%land pisytneni Lki
1WILOGER
Money Ledvi &Tiffin;
ES
PO ktk 1 WO/ MUf W.ICY 42071 Wirt &TIM

I

a

I.

SS Want to Buy SS
Classic Rock Albums.
Hendrix. Zeppetin,
Pink Floyd. Grateful
Dead. Janos Joplin
etc
Terrapin Static r'
920S 12th St
Bel-Air Center

160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $18500
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take hbme today!

Help Wanted

Walter's
Lawn Service
10% Senior Citizen
Viscount

nary HOUUHAN

imo

MtRENDER

0.

Nen LEACH

sot

Tam RECKTENIARLD

INS

Grad T.SHORT

lial

Sallise SOLDER

UNTO.WARN RIPPROMPCIATIVII
M SOSSOMMO
airtrseut Diarist
1St Cr

a

Teo OINKMNIE
C:1 lialmod LCIASKINS
,

ALL PRECINCTS

190
Firm Equipment
Near
Remodeled
1959 MF 65 Tracto
large 2BR
University,
hog
with 611 3pt bush
C/H/A, low utilities, NO
mower. $3000.00
Smoking, Quite.
611 Blade $150.00
What you've been look$300,00
Disk
611 3pt
ing for !
Pond Scoop $200.00
$600 Month plus
Phone 270-436-6068
deposit. 270-978-0913.
Apartments For Rent

Boot Price 'aatit,factiori
or
FREE

(270)293-7220

CE
SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOUR
Company
a Bunzl Retail

Immediate openings for:
Warehouse Clerks, must have 1-2 years warehouse
experience.
Stand-up and Forklift Operators, have at least 1-2
years' experience on this type of equipment.
Have a high school diploma or GED
Be able to pass pre-employment requirements
These are Full Time Positions with benefits and
regular pay increases
We also have College Summer Intern Programs
available; 25-30 hours weekly
Apply in person at the address below,
no phone calls please.

Schwarz Supply Source
250 Melvin Henley Drive
Murray KY 42071

Houses For Rent

1 OR 2br apts nea 3BR, 1.5BA,
Murray. hookups, shop. South
downtown
Lease and deposit Murray. 270-753-0259.
270-753required.
4109.
town
1.5BA
2BR
house. $550. No pets,
270-293-5423
28R Duplexes

• ReliaMe - Free. Et3timat.e...2,

NM
Ilisl

Maturrss Pre-Amingeert•-•.
t,pec*I5t FL.ncra' C,y, 7

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Cuittittott,(41

or at the front desk.
Complete the form and mail them to Library
Director, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Or email them to
trusteeecallowaycountylibrary.org
Completed forms must be received
by May 20, 2016.

ist Castrassgatal District

IsIll

Thank you for your business'

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

taoah•mi mei Inikermi
Ims‘ist SatAitilt Vtlis*Alt4tAlo

The Calloway County Public Library Board
of Trustees is now accepting
applications for a Trustee Position.
Applications may be found online at
http iheeww.callowaycountylibraiy orgiemployment html

skip
•. . .

Read
PAUL

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
la CONGRESS
1st Coogan:lend District
(Vee* Ier One)
as hake PAPE

sin

-08111110CRATIC PARTY
PRIMARY RUICTION

_.

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

PRE-PLANNING

THE Murray Ledger &
its
considers
Times
sources reliable, but inacoccur
do
curacies
Readers using this information do so at their Own
nsk Although persons and
mentioned
companies
,)erein are believed to be
'eputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor any of
ts employees accept any
'esponsibility whatsoever
or their activities

or you may drop off a
resume to:

1111PUIDUCAN PARTY
PRIMARY 111.11CT1OR

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

g ta y I o r2000 Qa' gmail.com
060

Murray Ledger &
Tunes
270-753-1916

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Hwy 641 High traffic 5300 mo
270-761-4558

insertion. Any error
should be reported

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

BILLBOARD FOR RENT

responsible for only
one incorrect

The publisher maintains the right to retect or edit any
submitted 'natter

The Housing Authonty
of Murray is requesting
quotes for demolition of
a 900 sq. ft structure
on a 4500 sq. ft. lot,
and installation of a
parking lot. All quotes
must be received by
3:30 p.m. on May 20,
2016.
For more information
please call Stacy Clere
270-752-0270.

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
;19 E MAIN ST
2701753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI

2BR, IBA duplex.
270-753Furnished
0259

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

ViVilsi 80 Storage 8.
Northwood Storage

18R from $345
2BR from $375

UNITS NOW
AVAILABLE

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
T00 i-600-546-i1133•112141

Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage net

Thl• In.tutinn 1. an
,nder
np 16VA'l

;Wiry.

Housing Authority of
Murray is now taking
applications for 2,3,
and 4 bedroom apartments These are fedsubsidized
erally
income base apartNo electric
ments
deposit
service
required. Apply at 716
Nash Drive MondayFriday 8AM -4PM.
Phone
270-753-5000; Equal
Housing Opportunity.

270-978-1109
270-978-1107

:
'

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'
Call 270-153-9q99
V sit us °oboe at
sissw FifiCipropertv Com
or
Avon

muti,tylirentals oro

Nlurraiy Ledger & Tunes
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rEe.. rze.
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eeTTAVO lea
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1(270)978-1204
All carpentry construction Home & Mobile
nome repair Roohng,
mobile home roof-over
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-0353

I

•First Time
FREE
I For all your lawn;
I
care needs

•

1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071

David's Home
Improvment
LLC

Decks• Garages
•Pole Barns
*Additions *Porches
•Buildings
*New & Old

Water Damaged Floors
Braoes & Floor Joists
Rroodehr & Plumbrig

441 Charley
Miller Rd
Almo, KY

WM DU

270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

Insurance Work

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

270.206.2517

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Hill Electric
Real Tree
Building

.1
.(270)436-0031

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

Gallimsaro Electrical Contrac tors.LLC

We Like Making Homes Look Their Best!
Lawn and exterior property care including
grass, trees, shrubs, mulch & light handyman
work.
20+ years experience. Insured. Free Estimates.
Discounts for both referrals and recurring service,
Call Bryan. 270-970-3796

ludestrIaUtorstdaUllesidestlal
James C. MONK,
WWW OECM URRAY.NET

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

(270) 759-0890

753-9562
wws tullelectru. i:orn

CK056KOCICIS

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

270-227-5406
Jamie McClure
Roof Cleaning 'Gutters 'Siding "Patios • Decks

•Lands.c.o.pisur new and existing

ivar/VIN,
McCUISTON

•Lardisiemp, maintenance
W..4 m. .u."lek. eraaoktarssd and trim gazds
needed
UJeatillij oi
•el.ean tap and o-totcloor pookets
Free .....stirnats4
2'70 933 744(%J

inA Ita tin to.,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

UNIT SIZE

10X20..$45.00
10X10..30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

Riley Remodeling
•Metal Roofing

DC tatVatfreAPIA1C

.5" Seamless Gutters

'PRESSURE WaSallA/c

•Replacement Windows

"LAW* CARE
•PfSgiEW7741

Free Estimates
Serving Calloway Courty
for 26 years

•CommtRou

GARLAND
RENTAL

•C/c

his

Cavracr ScorT
2A9-971-7/5?

"It you've got it, we can store it"
GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th.
Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

Licensed &
Insured

270-753-2905
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Murray Ledger 6, Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subkil to the Federal Fair
Hofsang Act, which makes if
illegal to advertise any preferenye. Iiinitation or diScrimmatwin based on race, color,
'as. handicap. familial status or national ongin, or mention to make any such prefer.
ences, limitationsGf discrmYmanon.
State laws forbid discrimination
ir, the sale, rental or advertising
of real reate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate which
I. not Si violation of the law. All
persons are hereby mtorined
that all dwellings advertised are
a,ailable on an equal opportu•
nib, basis.
For further assistance is ith Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. .tilara. f7f1TI
)
1'

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

CLEAN CUT

460
Homes For Sale

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

270.293.7144

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872
4 Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths
New Roof, C/H/A,
Large corner lot, 823 N.
19th St. Murray. Call
270-293-0996 or 270293-2273

DOG Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

USED TIRES
14,15.16 inch
Starting at S20
Mounted

Call 753-5606
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

*Handyman Services
•Yard Work
*Pressure Washing
*Gutter Cleaning
Gary 270-227-0420

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

MOW PROZ
WE HANDLE YOUR
LAWNCARE NEEDS

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
•t.(CENSFO

•Residential
*Commercial
*Free Estimate,
•Lac. &

tht'uHEC,

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

*Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

See Gieni
Reni-ToOtws

Buy OR

Hill Appliance
Repair

• Asphalt Installatityt
'Seal Coating
& Striping
•Licensed-Insured
40 years experience
(270) 719•050I

EAGLE BUILDINGS
Barns, Sheds, Cabins!

Rh T
Lawn Service

I Also Sell

Free Estimates

CAROUMA CARPORTS
4302 HWY 641N
Murray
Office: 270-759-9666

You grew it,
We will mew it!

270-293-5949
Lic & Ins

Z.

KENTUCKY _LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
"Home Imp mvemnts
"Bath 'Kitchen
& Additions

9
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
32
34
35
36
38

6 1 4 7

5
7
9
1

9 3
2

6_

24 3
2

6
79 56 1
Lhfieu tv Level ***

previous puzzle

718
53
1 73588 249
72 8A 51 3 9 6
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9 C r A014 ‘
HONOR OUR HEROES THIS MEMORIAL DAY,

Noise
kaki,Of Similar

Ilember of Years Served
Niof Faye*:
BLONDI

rime:

S10 PER PICTURE

'Insured .Sr Discount
-Free Estimates
'Member of"A" Rating
on Angie 's List

By Dave Green

4
6
9
8
7

BABY B

•Dr.twall *Painting
-rile 'Flooring 'Decks

weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

8

•

JCJ Construction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and finsih, painting,
flooring, cab and counters. Insured. Phone
270-226-5581, call or
text 608-306-0053.

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Answer to

HAPPY MEMORIAL OAY

Your Septic Maeda
thstattatlan
a Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock.
Sand & Mulch
(270)293-8686

ACROSS
1
5

39
40
41

5 6 9 3 4 2 1
4 8 2 9 1 7 6

LEDGER
&TIMES

1)4-At)i Rif-. MAY 21 Al 5 I'M

Send payment to
Murro Liadqer &Times:
PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071

CROSSWORDS

Prudish person
Pulsate
Madrid mister
Ship of 1492
Rashness
Writer Chekhov
Nabokov novel
Wounding
superficially
Reacting to pain
Early auto
Approaches
Garden plot
Be eco-friendly

DUSTIN

11
16
18
21
23
24
25
27
28

Wield
Oscar winner ,Hunt
"Exodus" hero

29
30
31

Serpentine
Signaling slyly

37

Rawls or Reed
Chinese or Korean
Steer clear of

33

Hunger pain
Pancreas product
Grant of films
Flex
Cabaret performer
Used a lever on
Jacket part
Widen
Battery ends
In the know
Takes the prize
Party attendee
Winslet of "Titanic"
Big truck

1

2

Leases
Billing info

ill
12

Border
High home

14

3

TROD
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Yesterday's answer
GARFIEI
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1
2
3

2 47 8 6 3 915
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5

4
6
7
8
10

"Fiddlesticks!"
Scan, as data
Preposterous
Understood
Crooner Crosby
Whole
Made amends
Lively dance
Do electrical work

11
13

55
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15 lill
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the former
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die School
2006 Teac
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$100 gift c
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SUDOKU
A

210-153-1916

Serving
West Kentucky

2006 Murano, 107K
miles $8,750 Call
270-293-0986
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a gx9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in tbe empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty eve,
of the Concept's Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Conceptis Sudoltu

.• all Nicki Peach
today to place
•
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• classified ad!

NEED a Roofer'?
270-227-9484

SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
carpentry,
roofing,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

Used Cars

41

Nk

*Driveways
•Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
•Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
Jeff Moore
931-289-9233

Cal 731-616-2346

Auto Parts

GARAGE Sale
9am-5pm, 94 West to
1084 Watson Rd 1 1/2
North Lots of stuff all
priced to go.
Start 5/11 to 5/21

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Jason Hill

400
Yard Sale

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

(270)489-2839

4.000
8.000
or 1 2.000
Sq. Ft. Available

IX2 CONSISTENCY AD.
ONLY 8100.00
PER MONTH. CALL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FOR
DETAILS (270) 753-1918.

Free Estimates

LAWN SERVICE

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

FOR Sale 30 Acre
House,
with
Farm
Garage, and Barn
270-437-4667

Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY

FINE Line Painting
Specialist
Residential,
Commercial,
Industrial Specializing
all your painting
needs. Including
Epoxy floors, swimming pools,
Acid Washing,
pressure washing
houses, and Fencing.
Painting or Staining
Interior and Exterior
homes.
Also spraying texture
homes.
#1 Goal satisfying
customers.
No Job to Small or Big
270-226-3624

Call Terry at
270-349-6380

450
Firms For Sale

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

Moore's
Concrete

Zach 270-873-7700

270-293-1924

Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

David 270-227-1106

Ron Frame
1270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

.ansra
12•1•1121u.11

[calProp. For Rent

coating

Paving

270-293-4256

Over 28 Years
Experience

ROOFING

270-293-3248

All Sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S & Glendale

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

2/0-748-8732

All Shingles Hand Nailed

• Gar/and Rental Boat &Mini Storage-4-4y 94E

ALLEN Mowing
Sevlees
Free Estimates
Call 270-293-6753
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Tea years ago
The Murray High School junior-varsity team captured the JV
Regional Baseball Tournament held
at Graves County High School. The
Tigers defeated Paducah Tilghman, ,
Mayfield and Marshall County to
reach the finals where they defeated
Calloway County 8-2. Tanner Richerson highlighted Murray's effort in
the title game with a three-run hornet.
Seven new members will be inducted in to the Murray High School
Baseball Hall of Fame. They are
David Hughes, class of 1971; Jeff
Oakley, class of 1977; Robin Roberts, class of 1981, Mitch Grogan,
class of 1985; Rick Grogan,class of
1985; Jason West,class of 1996 and
Micah Cathey,class of 1999.
Pictured are bidders as they watch
a crew from Bunch Bros. Auction
and Realty Co., of Wingo, sell
restaurant equipment items from
the former Log Cabin Restaurant on
South 12th Street.
Vicki Ragsdale, a library media
specialist at Calloway County Middle School, has been named the
2006 Teacher of the Year by Murray Walmart. Ragsdale received a
$1,000 grant for the school and a
$100 gift card to buy supplies for
her classroom.
Don Fraher, a human resources
manager for Pella, Inc., is pictured
presenting a $5,000 check to Brad
Steele, director of Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation
Department. The funds will provide
funding for work on the swimming
pool, maintenance and other expenses.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Calloway County
Middle School agribusiness class
performed landscape work at Briggs
and Stratton plant and pictured are
Deeanna Dycus, Christina Farrar,
Tim Roberts, Kenny Duncan and
Megan Raspberry.
Pictured is Calloway County's
John Eric Yezerski as he rounds
third base and heads home in the
Lakers 4-2 win over Lone Oak at
the CCHS field.
Calloway County High School
Band Director Gary Mullins is

Woman's lack of experience
makes her reluctant to commit

shown leading his troops through a
fast number during a practice at the
school. The band recently won top
DEAR ABBY: I have been in a
honors at the National Adjudicator's
Concert Festival where they com- relationship with my high school
sweetheart for six years. He is only
peted with nine other states.
the second person I have been intiThirty years ago
Fifty-four unginal oil paintings mate with. I love him and am pretby the late Norman Rockwell are ty sure that we will end up marrya part of the collection of the Naing. Neither
tional Museum of the Boy Scouts
of us has ever
of America. They will be on excheated.
hibit when the new museum on the
The probcampus of Murray State University
lem is that
opens its doors for a preview season
I'm having
on May 24.
doubts about
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Young will celemy lack of
brate their 50th wedding anniversaexperience
ry on May 18.
with
other
Murray High School seniors Laura
men.
I'm
Ann Cella and Luke Harrington are
not saying I
Dear Abby
among 117 students from 17 schools
want to sleep
by
state-wide to be awarded the Comaround with
monwealth Diploma. To receive
Abigail
random men,
this diploma, students must combut I would
Van Buren
plete the standard 22 credit units,
like to expefour of which must be in specified
rience intiadvanced placement classes.
macy with someone else so I won't
Forty years ago
wonder "what if" when I am older
Murray High School's Tony Bay- and married. Am I wrong for this?
less slammed two home runs while -- CONFUSED IN SOUTHERN
pitcher Tony Thurmond held Mar- CALIFORNIA
shall County to only three hits while
DEAR CONFUSED: I don't
blasting a homer himself in leading think you are "wrong," but your
the Tigers to a 17-1 win in district question does make me wonder
play.
whether you are ready to settle
Fifty years ago
down. If your sex life were as fulDebbie Kelley, Marilyn Wisehart filling as you would like it to be,
and Beverly Paschall all received you wouldn't be asking if you are
the highest award, Queen Regent in
wrong for wanting more. Level
Service, at the coronation ceremony with your boyfriend about your
of the Girls Auxiliary at First Bap- feelings to see if you can work this
tist Church.
out. However, if the answer is no,
Sixty years ago
then both of you may want to move
The Murray Rotary Club enter- on.
tained three outstanding students
••••••
from each of the county schools.
DEAR ABBY: We are friends
Honored were Gene Ray, Ger- with a couple who married five
ald Jeffrey and Issac Adams from months ago. My husband, "Ian,"
Murray Training School; Donald was one of the groomsmen, so we
Burkeen, Cindin Jobs and Eugene were deeply involved with wedHerndon from Almo; Jerry Ford, ding details a long time prior to
Glen Cochrum and Bobby Fain the wedding. Ian and the groom,
from Lynn Grove; Gene Steely, Ray "Claude," are now on the same
Dunn and Billy Flood from Hazel; tears at work.
Billy Allbritten, Doris Hill and Max
Since the wedding, Claude
McCuiston from New Concord and spends a lot of time talking about
Larry Lyles, Billy Bazzell and Far- his wife to anyone within earshot
ley Adams from Kirksey.
and on social media to the point

Today In History
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tion Picture Arts and Sciences was
founded during a banquet at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles.
In 1935, the Rural Electrification
Administration was created as one
of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
New Deal programs.
In 1945, the aircraft carrier USS
Bunker Hill was attacked and severely damaged by two kamikaze
aircraft off Okinawa; according to
the U.S. Navy's website, 346 men
were killed, 43 were left missing,
and 264 were wounded.
In 1953, a tornado devastated

Waco,Texas,claiming 114 lives.
In 1960, Israeli agents captured
Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann
in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
In 1973, the espionage trial of
Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo
in the "Pentagon Papers" case came
to an end as Judge William M.Byrne
dismissed all charges,citing government misconduct.
In 1996, an Atlanta-bound ValuJet
DC-9 caught fire shortly after takeoff from Miami and crashed into the
Florida Everglades, killing all 110
people on board.
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For everything you need to
know about wedding planning,
order "How to Have a Lovely
Wedding." Send your name and
mailing address, plus check or
money order for $7 (U.S.funds)
to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
61054-0447. (Shipping and handling are included in the price.)

CAN I TAKE THIS TO A HIGHER QUART?
Grease a 9-by-13-inch baking pan and preheat
Dear Heloise: Can you use a 5- to 6-quart SLOW the oven to 350 F. Spread the pineapple with its
COOKER instead of a 3-quart slow cooker when a
syrup evenly in the pan. Spoon the pie filling evenrecipe calls for a 3-quart? -- M.D., via email
Good question, and the answer is yes! But there ly over the pineapple. Sprinkle the dry cake mix
are a few hits to remember. Ideally, a slow cooker evenly over the fruits,followed by the nuts. Finally,
should be filled at least half- slice the butter into thin slices, placing the piecfull when cooking, so you es all over the top. Bake for 50 minutes, or until
will need to reduce the cook golden. Serve warm. This recipe and many other
time by a third or so. Watch family ones are in my Heloise's Cake Recipes pamcarefully so the food doesn't
phlet. To order, go to www.Heloise.com, or send $3
burn. Try a test run! This is
and
a long, self-addressed, stamped (68 cents) to:
what I'd do: Keep an eye on
Heloise/Cakes,
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX
the slow cooker the first time
you "test" your recipe. Don't 78279-5001. Cakes bake more evenly when placed
leave the house!
on the same rack in the middle of the oven. -- HelOr double the recipe and oise
freeze some for another meal.
CEREAL BAGS
by
You will know you have a
Dear Heloise: I have found several ways to rehome-cooked meal in the
Heloise
waxed bags from cold cereal. They keep
purpose
freezer. This is a good plan,
especially when meat and cereal fresh for a long time and are sturdy. I marchicken are on sale. -- Heloise
inate foods in them and also use them for tenderNO-MIX CAKE
izing meats. They hold up to the meat mallet withDear Heloise: I remember a cake recipe you
out ripping, breaking or splashing. I wrap meats in
have where you do not mix the ingredients, but
them for freezing. I cut them up to the size I need
rather dump them into a pan. Can you please reprint
and wrap the food to be placed in the freezer. -- Jothe recipe? -- Teri D. in Georgia
You are remembering the HELOISE NO-MIX anne Z., Junedale, Pa.
CHERRY-PINEAPPLE NUT CAKE that is so sim- CREAMER SUBSTITUTE
ple yet delicious. You will need the following:
Dear Heloise: I have run out of creamer for my
I (20-ounce) can of crushed pineapple in heavy coffee. Not a problem,though, because in a pinch, I
syrup
just use powdered milk. -- Diane W., via email
I (21-ounce)can ofcherry piefilling
My coffee, too,plusfewer calories andfat grams.
I(2-layer-size) package ofyellow cake mix
Heloise
I(3-ounce)package ofpecans, or I cup chopped
112 cup(I stick) butter or margarine
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
Horoscope
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Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www-DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.

DEAR DOCTOR K: There are studies that evaluated how MDso many health-oriented apps for .bile health (mHealth) technology.
mobile devices these days. But is affects heart disease risk factors..:
there any evidence that they actu- Here's what they found:
ally work?
-- WEIGHT LOSS: People who
DEAR READER: The number used weight-loss apps or mHealth',
;•
of health-related apps for mobile tools plus a comprehensive weightdevices has loss program were more successful
exploded over the short term compared with
in
recent people who tried to lose weight
years.
The on their own. But there's no data
most popular about whether people kept weight
ones monitor off beyond 12 months.
physical ac-- PHYSICAL ACTIVITY:
tivity. Others People who used online programs
deliver help- boosted their physical activity
ful reminders more than those who didn't. But
or informa- there's not enough research to
Dr. Komaroff tion
through show whether wearing a device to
by
text messag- monitor physical activity actually
es. Various helps you move more. My bet is
Dr. Anthony
apps aim to that it will. I am impressed by how
Komaroff
help you lose many people -- patients, friends
weight, mon- and colleagues -- tell me that they
itor your blood pressure, manage check their smartphones to see
your diabetes or quit smoking.
how many steps they've taken in
When you first start using them, a day. And also that they ramp up
the novelty of entering and track- their physical activity when the
ing information can be very engag- count is low.
ing. But keeping up that behavior
-- SMOKING CESSATION:
over the long haul can be a chal- mHealth apps used together with
lenge. So, can using these apps re- a traditional quit-smoking proally make a difference?
gram may help smokers kick the
Research is starting to weigh habit. But the vast majority. (about
in. One study, published in 2015, 90 percent) of people using these
looked at whether getting texts apps still fail to quit smoking afabout lifestyle changes helped to ter six months. My bet is that
boost heart health. The research- mHealth apps, when used as part
ers enrolled 700 people with heart of a quit-smoking program that indisease. Half were randomly as- cludes a community of other peosigned to receive four text messag- ple also trying to quit, will prove
es each week on their cellphones, to be useful.
in addition to their standard care.
And mHealth technologies for
The texts were semi-personalized. improving blood pressure, cholesThey encouraged participants to terol and diabetes? There's little or
exercise more, eat less salt, and no available evidence so far about
make other heart-healthy lifestyle their effectiveness.
changes. The other study subjects
And what about sensors that
received only usual care.
continuously monitor our bodies
The study lasted si`x months. By and send the information to comthe end, people who got the text puters used by our doctors? Too
messages had reduced their bad early to tell.
cholesterol, blood pressure and
Mobile health technology is still
weight compared to those who in its infancy. Some applications
didn't get text messages.
will prove ineffective. But I'll bet
The American Heart Associa- such technology is a central part of
tion (AHA) recently reviewed 69 the medical care system.

dints From Nelolso

Today is Wednesday, May 11, the
132nd day of 2016. There are 234
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 11, 1946, the first CARE
packages, sent by a consortium of
American charities to provide relief
to the hungry of postwar Europe, arrived at Le Havre, France.
On this date:
In 1816,the American Bible Society was founded in New York.
In 1858, Minnesota became the
32nd state of the Union.
In 1927, the Academy of MoBABY BLUES®
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of excess. (The bride is "perfect,
beautiful, lovely" and he's "so
lucky to be married to her," etc.)
Everyone on the team works overtime every night because Claude
posts love notes to his wife all day.
The team supervisor talked to my
husband about it, and asked him
to cover Claude's workload because of his pre-wedding and now
post-wedding bliss.
I have filtered the guy's posts
and stopped reading, but Ian feels
stuck in the middle at the office.
He needs Claude to get his head
back in the game and work. How
can my husband gently communicate that this is affecting Claude's
job performance and driving everyone batty? Ian is afraid that if
he complains to the supervisor, his
friend will feel betrayed. -- OVERLOADED IN ALABAMA
DEAR OVERLOADED: The
matter should be brought to the
attention of their supervisor so the
supervisor can handle it before it
becomes a morale problem. What's
going on is unprofessional and
unfair to the other team members.
The supervisor should tell Ian's
besotted friend that the time he's
spending messaging his bride has
increased the workload on everyone else, the honeymoon is over,
and he needs to get his mind back
on the tasks at hand.

Mobile health technology is
slowly catching on

I THOUGHT CARSON
LIKED ME, BUT IT
TURN5 OUT HE ALSO
LIKES HANNAH-

A

g

0

A

ON TOP OF THAT'
HE'S GOING TO THE
DANCE WITH MELINDA
AND HE'S TAKING
DARCY TO THE

__MOVIES!

Love

I'VE HEARD OF
TRIANGLES-- BUT A LOVE
PENTAGRAM?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 12, 2016:
This year you feel Ai innate tension between
your personal life and the demands of just being
yourself. You often lose your temper and could be
concerned about this trait. In reality, you simply
are coming more in contact with your anger.
Experiment with expressing your hurt feelings
before they evolve into more difficult emotions. If
you are single, you might have met someone very
special already. If you haven't, you are more than
likely to meet this person soon. If you are attached,
your sweetie might remark that you often say one
thing but do something different. Try to be more
aware of this characteristic. LEO is full of get-upand-go.

X
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

;Wei'

GARFIELD

14

DON'T TELL OPIE, BLIT
SOMETIMES I ENJOY BEING
AROUND 'THE UTILE FELLA

7

PEANUTS',

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** You might be too energized for your own
good, and for others' general sense of well-being.
Misunderstandings could occur, as your mind
seems to be racing on overdrive. Take a step back,
and give yourself the time to center yourself.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be having a hard time verbalizing
what you need and want from others. You might
find it difficult to be needy; however, having needs
reflects being human. Make it OK to express your
desires, but also give others the space to say "no."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Reach out to others, and be waling to
listen to their opinions. By making each person
feel valued, youll be showing your support. You
are able to see life from a unique perspective. Get
to the bottom of a financial question that involves
another party. .
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might be ready to head in a different
direction. Your ability to smile and get past a
money hassle gives you the bounce needed to
deal with different aspects of your life. Honor what
is happening in your immediate environment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You feel your power You also will witness
it through others' reactions. Use this moment to

push forward an important creative project that
might have been on the back burner for some time.
Today you will could get this idea and plan off the
ground.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** You know what is going on, but you might
choose not to share all your thoughts right now. At
the same time, you have some personal matters to
handle quickly and efficiently. Stay centered, and
avoid negativity.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Zero in on what you want, but know that
someone else might be just as set on doing what
he or she wants. A misunderstanding easily could
arise in this environment. Prepare to snuff it out
before the tension between the two of you gets any
worse.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Your views could make waves, but also might
point you toward a different path. Are you sure you
are heading in the right direction? You probably
need to reflect on this matter before taking a stand.
Reach out to a trusted friend for some feedback.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You often portray yourself as someone
who is quite serious. You tend to not reveal your
adventurous side, but you might not know why.
Don't worry; you simply have become more
analytical and serious-minded as of late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** One-on-one relating points to a more
serious path than the one you have been on.
You have been transforming your views on many
different matters. As a result, you need to express
yourself or introduce your new views at the
appropriate moment.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to understand what is
happening with others comes from your own
experience Others often do not have the same
priorities as you, and this could create a problem in
a relationship with a close friend or loved one.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might feel as if you have a problem
dealing with an associate or someone who plays a
role in your daily life but with whom you are not that
close. You might be considering following up on a
new interest or hobby.
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TOYOTA
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Great deals for everyone.
ANY NEW 2016 RAV4- INCLUDES HYBRIDS

CCI
lool
libra

eFAyied

2016
RAV4
APR
financing

6 RAV4 Limited shown with available options.

34 mpg city

months

2016
RAV4
HYBRID

•60 monthly payments of $1667 per 51000 borrowed

2016 RAV4 Hybrid Limited shown with available options

4

-or- LEASE A NEW 2016 RAV4 LE'

-or- LEASE A NEW 2016 RAV4 HYBRID XLE

6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door FWD SUV Model #4430

CVT 4-Door AWD Hybrid SUV Model #4444

$199 36 $1,999 $229 36 $2,299
PER MONTH

MONTH LEASE

DUE AT SIGNING.

MONTH LEASE

PER MONTH

DUE AT SIGNING

'Due at signing includes $150 TFS Lease Subvention Cash

-or_

2016

APR
financing

COROLLA

2016

2016 SIENNA

CAMRY

2016

INCLUDES
HYBRIDS

2016

PR1US LIFTBACK

2016 AVALON "AWN

PRIUS v

•60 monthly payments of $16.67 per $1000 borrowed. 2016 Corolla SE. Camry XSE. Pnus Littbaok Three Touring. Sienna SE Premium. Pnus v Five
and Sienna SE Premium shown with available options

-or- LEASE A NEW
2016 COROLLA S PLUS

Ming
eittitti
$169 36 $1,599 $189 36 $1,899
6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door Sedan Model #2546

MONTH LEASE

PER MONTH

DUE AT SIGNING

'Due at signing includes 51.000 IFS Lease Subvention Cash 201-,

-or- LEASE AN ALL-NEW
2016 PRIUS LIFTBACK

PER mom

shown with available options

MONTH LEASE

DUE AT SIGNING

-or- LEASE A NEW
2016 SIENNA LE

Mur

6-Spd AT ECT-i 8-Pass. FWD Minivan Model #5338

Sub

$239 36 $2,199 $279 36 $2,999
MONTH LEASE

PER MONTH

`Amu
When Je
the pe
the light
ever fc
walk

'Due at signing includes $800 TFS Lease Subvention Cash. 2016 Carnry SE shown with available options.
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ECVT 5-Door Hybrid Sedan Model Two #1223
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-or- LEASE A NEW
2016 CAMRY SE'

CVTi-S 4-Door Sedan Model #1864

jtergusor

DUE Al SIGNING

PER MONTH

2(116 Prius Two Er,
shown wf,-,

Ni

MONTH LEASE. DUE AT SIGNING

Call to

2016 Sienna LE shown with available options.

27010

intle
CCI
geic
C.,

$2,500

$1,000

$500

CASH BACK ON NEW 2016

CASH RA.r.K ON WV 2016

CASH BACK ON NEW 2016

CASH BACK ON NEW 2916

CASH BACK ON NEW 2016

AVALON

CAMRY

INCLUDES HYBRID

INCLUDES HYBRID

COROLLA
PRIUS LIFTBACK
PRIUS v • SIENNA

2016 TUNDRA
CREWIVIAX

PRIUS c
RAV4 INCLUDES HYBRID
TUNDRA REG.& DBL CABS

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!

Every New Toyota

I
)

12

ToyotaCare Comes With ToyotaCare.
No Cost Service 8 Roadstder
Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

It

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961

1. 0% At leuncinsi tor3e months eah $27 76 per $1.00Tharowed OR 0% APR 'lancing to, 46 months witPi $2053 per $1.003 borrowed OR 0% APR financing for 50 mores with $1667 pat $1.000 bonaved (20le Caney
Carry feibal Corals ONLY also have 09% 4.
0R Pnenang for 72 manta with 61427 peril.000
borrowed Subplot to Ipproved asda through Toyota Rvincull &rotes Tier 1•4 1 Day Not al customers v11 qualify for latest rate - see dela kw terms and ocnctlicas 2- 2016 EPAsatimated 34 city/31 Nghwayr33 oomblnecl mpg for PM 040mo. Actual mute'am von, 3. New 2016 R44/4 LE PAO Model 4430
Lame beard on net cap oost $23197 $150 TFS Lease ElonueSubnintion Cosh must be applied loaard 0.at signing - which nocbose $2.149 due et Donna to $1.999 OA at term Laws and wryness cotton 616.049'4. Nem 2016 R114 Hyatt' /3.1 AV40 Mole 4464 Lease bead
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